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I. INTRODUCTION 
STATID1ENT OF PROB~~ 
This thesis will deal with some of the special problems which 
conf'ront the various levels of management of electric utility companies 
because of damage to their equipment, and hence interruption of service 
to customers, brought about by the wide spread havoc resulting from 
storms -or acts of God. Everyone living on the eastern seaboard of the 
United States during ti1e fall of 1954 witnessed the damage brought by the 
famous hurricanes nearol" and 11Ednan arrl saw from his own personal angle 
just exactly what it nBant to have his home or shop without electric 
service for periods ranging from a fevl hours to many days, perhaps more 
than a week. (Please note Figure 1.) To the vast :rre.jori ty of the in-
habitants of a stricken area the passage of the storm leaves them over-
v-rhelmed by the spectacuJar displays of the storm's forces, acutely aware 
of the damage to their personal properties, and inconvenienced to various 
degrees by the Jack of electric service. They are aware that the electric 
company's trucks and men are to be seen in every direction as they start 
to repair the danage, but the vastness of the problem of restoration 
receives very little, if any, thought . And rightly so, too, because the 
problem of restoration in this present day is an extremely complex prob-
lem. It is with re~rd to these complexities that this thesis will deal; 
enumeration, how and why they arise, how ti1ey are handled by different 
companies, present :trethods of solution, ani some proposed improvements. 
The author is aware of the many broad areas which might be 
construed to come under ti1e chosen title, so he intends to narr~l the 
subject down by mentioning a fe"I-T subtopics which will not be covered. 
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SOME MAJOR HURRICANES OF THE PA ST 
--
- ·-
---· 
NEW ENGLAND STORM 18 9 6 ,.. ··-
fi .C. -VIRGINlA - MARYLAN D HURRICANE 1933 
MORRO CASTL E STORM i9 34 
NEW ENGLAND HURRIC M H 1938 
Figure 1 
GREAT ATL A~TIC HURRIC ANE l 944 . 
~ .. HURRICANE CAROL ~9 5 
o ou ,,~ HURR ICANE ED NA :954 
-.1.-r:o.:.r; _ HU RRi C AN r: HAl El 195 
(It is assumed that the reader visualizes th e basic electrical layout of 
a modern utility -- generation by large water power or steam stations, 
transmission over long lines at high voltages, characterized by the big 
steel towers on private rights-of-way, subtransmission by underground 
cables an d overhead lines on private ways to locality substations, dis-
t ribution lines on wood poles along public streets which supply neighbor-
hood transformers, and finally to the customers' premises over secondary 
ivires carrying the utilization voltage. See figure 2.) 
This paper will not deal \vith Jarge scale da:rrag e to generating 
stations. The design of modern stations has practically eliminat ed damage 
from storms and conceivable acts of God. All Jarge utilities are inter-
connected vJ"ith other neighboring companies through strong transmission 
tie lines and are constantly cooperating with each other so tba t if any 
company has a temporary deficiency in generatir.g capacity, the other com-
panies rarticipating in the "power pool1t share the increase and contrib-
ute very effectively until the original diff iculty is remedied. (Two 
outstarrling contradictions of this sweeping generality du ring recent 
hurricanes >vould be the flooding of the large generating stations at 
Providence , Rhode Island, by tide water s wept in by hurr icane winds and 
the accumu1ation of salt spray on the outdoor bus structure at the large 
Montaup generating station near Fall River, r1a.ssachusetts.) 
By the same token, darra ge to long high voltage transmission 
lines will not be considered. These lthigh linesn are ahrays on private 
rights-of-way, vlhich are cleared of all trees and obstructions by a wide 
path on each side of the towers so tl:a t the biggest source of trouble, 
falling trees, is eliminated by their design and 1ayout. Modern techniques 
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Electrical service from the generator to the customer. 
Figure 2 
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of lightning protection and sleet thm-ling have also helped i:mrrensely 
to establish the near perfect operating history of this type of equip-
ment. Furthermore, transmission systems are designed to provide satis-
factory operation of the utility with at least one line or one pair of 
lines on the same right-of-way out of service. \rJhile most of the large 
utilities have hundreds of miles of transmission lines running through-
out their territory, by comparison 1iTith the thousands of miles of wood 
pole lines on public streets for distribution purposes, the percentage 
is small and damage to transmission lines :iB not included in the dis-
cuss ion which will follow. 
Areas receiving bulk supply by underground cables or· being 
served by underground distribution cables are also beyond the scope of 
this paper. By their very nature, electric power cables installed in 
conduit or duct lines and manholes buried under tre public streets, are 
not subject to damage from storms "Which involve high winds and sleet, 
flying debris, or falling tree limbs. Here again, as in the paragraph 
above, while there are large sections of congested cities where all 
electrical p~I er conductors are underground, over any given portion of 
the country the ratio of underground construction to overhead construc-
tion is small, so underground trouble is not a part of this work. 
It goes almas t without saying tm t no at tempt will be made in 
this thesis to face up to the problem of restoring service if damage 
comes as the result of an act of war, where the presence of radioactive 
materials is a factor. Mention is only made of this vast area in case 
it might suggest a topic for another student, after the techniques which 
might be required become more fully developed. 
Having n:entioned several phases of the electric plant which 
will not be discussed, we can now gp back to the point where it was 
assumed that the reader visualized the typical utility electrical lay-
out. It can quickly be seen that the author has chosen to eliminate 
problems involving all segments of tre electrical layout, except the local 
distribution lines. To put it another way, the basic question Hith which 
this paper v<ill deal revolves around the problems vlhich arise v<hen severe 
storms cause extensive darra ge over wide geographical areas to the v.rood 
pole lines carrying electrical overhead conductors, which are located 
on practically all of the streets in any neighborhood and vlhich provide 
that last link in the long distribution path from the original generat-
ing point to tre customer's meter. 
1pJf!A T AN I NTERRUFTION MEAl'B TO THE CUSTOMER 
It is not intended to present a complete historical sketch of 
the grov1th of tlB electric light and pa-1er industry in the United States 
as backgrourrl information. There is certainly no need to go back to the 
details of Edison's first commercial generating station at Pearl Street, 
New York, in 1882, nor to the fll'st alternating current distribution sys-
tem at Great Barrington, I1assachusetts, in 1886. The era when electri-
city was generated only during certain hours of the day to provide ser-
vice to a very few customers is just a part of an era gone by. LikevTise 
the period of the 1920 1 s and 30's is not significant because of the :rre.nner 
in which electricity was utilized in the average home at that time. \·Jhile 
the electrical loads were growing and the utility business was becoming 
big business during the 20's and 30's, the large najority of homes used 
electric power prLmarily for illumination and miscellaneous appliances 
10 
energized only oc casiona11y, such as the flat iron and toaster. Just 
previous to World \<Jar II the electric appliance saturation vias becoming 
more and more :pronounced and as soon as materials were avaiJable after 
the cessation of hostilities, the boom in real estate, suburban living, 
and appliance sales was really under vmy. (See Figures 3 and 4.) This 
all leads to tre present situation where, instead of the typical home 
using a very few incandescent lamps (perhaps on~ t1-<enty-five watts each) 
and a few Uelectrical gadgets, 11 use of electric light and pcwer is new 
judged a recessity in the household. Whole neighborhoods or developments 
are built and sold as "all-electric homes," which can mean an electric 
vTater pump, an electrically operated oil burner furnace, an electric 
stove and electric refrigerator in the kitchen, an electric lldeep-freeze" 
chest down cellar, electric garbage disposal, ever increasing levels of 
illumination completely by electricity, all followed by a growing list 
of appliances, including television sets, radios, toasters, washing 
rmchines, and clothes dryers. Ani three large sources of consumption 
which have appeared on~ recently and are expected to provide much growth 
in the rear future are the vlidespread use of air conditioners, heat pumps, 
and radiant heaters. 
The enumeration in the above paragraph is necessary so that the 
reader >-rill have a quick grasp of viha t a service interruption means as he 
goes into the main portion of this the sis • He sh ould realize that just 
as the applications of electricity in the American home have rmde it an 
indispensable commodity, a similar condition presents itself in small 
commercial customers (heating, refrigeration, ventilation, interior and 
exterior li@1ting, motors, and air conditioning) and in large mant~acturing 
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and processing plants, where the accent is on motor's, industrial heat-
ing, lighting, and ventilating. Whether it concerns individual resi-
dences with peak loads in the order of 1 or 2 kilowatts, commercial 
customers with loads of :p:3rhaps from 10 to 100 kilowatts, or large plants 
having p3ak demands in the order of thousands of kilowatts, an interrup-
tion of electric service rreans incorwenience, financial loss, and a com-
plete upheaval of the normal day-to-day routine to the customer. The 
effect of a lengthy electric outage upon stores or small manufacturing 
concerns may not be too hard to visualize. However, think what it means 
to have entire residential neighborhoods, towns, or areas vdthout elec-
tricity for a day or longer -- thousands of homes unable to use their 
electric ranges and refrigerators, water pumps, and automatic oil burner 
furnaces, as well as lights and S:f:6 cial appliances. 
WHAT IS TYPICAL OVEJlliEA.D CONSTRUCTION 
Typical overhead construction, as used by electric utilities 
for the distribution of electric service, is in evidence everywhere along 
the streets in all cities and towns excepting those very congested areas 
where under ground cables are feasible. Certainly the reader has seen 
countless examples; in fact wood pole construction is so much a part of 
the nei ghborhood that it very seldom receives a moment 1 s notice from the 
passerby. Basically poles are set vertically in the ground between the 
street an::l. the sidewalk with crossarms attached horizontally at the top 
<There small pins and insuJa tors are mounted to support the actual elec-
trical conductors. In practise the modern poles are carefully selected 
pine from southern United States, treated with creosote under pressure to 
give many years of service. A typical pole for distribution rises above 
the ground level approximately thirty to thirty-five feet and is about 
12 inches in diameter at the ground line. They are usually spaced along 
the street at intervals of about one hundred feet, with one located at 
each street intersection to provide a junction point. (See Figures 5 
and 6. ) The local telephone company and electric company often own a 
pole jointly so that the telephone attachments are made p3.rt way up the 
pole, but the electric con:l.uctors are always at the top of the pole. 
The crossarms are also pressure treated \-rith creosote and are about four 
inches by five inches in cross section \-ri th lengths varying up to about 
ten feet depending on the number of conductors required. Either steel 
or vmoden pins are inserted in the crossarms; and insulators, adequate 
for the voltage in question, are installed on top of the pins. (Volt ages 
vary from 120 volts to 15,000 volts or more, but the most \·ridely used 
classes are 120/240 volts and 2400/4160 volts.) The actual conductor 
which is attached to the insulator and strung from pole to pole is usually 
made of copper, although recent defense programs and improved technology 
has brought some aluminum into use. Tlle se conductors, depending upon the 
application, vary in size from AHG 6 or 8 to AHG 4/0 or slightly larger.# 
The choice of vl:ire size is based on the load in amperes to be carried as 
vrell as voltage d rop limitations so that it usually turns out that the 
feeder trunks from substations and rra. in tie lines consist of the heavier 
wire while short lateral feeds and individual supplies from the street 
to the house attachment are much smaller conductor. 
#American Wire Gage 
American \~Tire Gage 
6-outside diameter - .184tt, breaking strength - 794lbs. 
4/0-outside diameter-.552 11 , breaking strength-6149lbs. 
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lm.AT F ORM DOES STORM DAltiAGE TAKE 
Utility poles are guyed and anchored as required, so that the 
typical overhead equipment is able to withstand excessive mechanical 
loads brought about by high wind and rain, sleet, and wet sn& storms. 
However, as mentioned in the paragraph above, the poles are usually lo-
cated along the edge of the street bet1-veen the curb and sidewalk, and 
this same area is also the space used to locate so I!Rny shade trees --
particularly big elms and maples, which are much taller than the poles. 
During vertJ heavy storms some of these trees, especially those which have 
been inadequately triilliTBd and na intaired by property owners or municipal 
departmerrts, either blow over, sag down, or drop broken limbs onto the 
electrical conductors or poles. The sudden impact or weight of a fall-
ing tree either pushes against bvo or more conductors so that they touch, 
arc, burn, and break or the wire stretches from the additional weight so 
that it breaks and the ends fall to the ground. Broken or badly stretched 
conductors constitute the bulk of the damage which causes interruptions 
to cus tamers 1 service during a storm. 
SometirrBs when Jarge trees are up-rooted and fall a gainst a 
pole ar heav-.r conductors, the wood pole, or perhaps a s er'ies of several 
poles along that section of the street, is snapped off causing the wires 
to become crossed and fall to the ground. The additional weight of a 
huge tree, or trees, is simply beyond the economic design limit of the 
pole and guys. Along the same line Jarge limbs or trees fall in such a 
manner that they strike the crossarms so tl::at they either twist around 
the pole and break tl1e top of the pole or they splinter the crossarms 
themselves. 
18 
One other type of darra ge which is widespread 1-1ben a very bad 
storm passes through an area involves the service wire s which extend 
from the pole in the street to the customer's house. In the conventional 
case the pole is located so that it is possible to have the secondary 
corrl uctors pulled drrectly from the crossarm to tlE point of attachment 
on the residence. From the point of attachment the modern cable goes down 
the outside of the building to the meter arrl then into the entrance switch. 
It can be quickly seen that any heavy limbs or trees, located on the cus-
tomer's premises, -vrhich fall into these service wires can rather easily 
rip the point of attachment free from the house or break the service wire. 
1tJhen this happens, it will cause an interruption to service at least to 
that particular residence and perhaps to all homes served by that distri-
bution transformer. 
COSTS TO REPAIR DA1'1AGE 
According to estinE. tes filed by electric companies >vith the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, the costs for them tore-
pair the damage caused by hurricanes in 195'4 and 195'5' were a pprmr..in:a. tely 
$7,770,000. and $84o,ooo. respectively. ~}- Undoubtedly the b iggest part 
of this money, in fact practically all of it, was spent for nEn ani ma-
terials to repair dama ged overhead lines along public vrays. The figures 
quoted do not include any loss of revenue which the companies suffered 
because so many customers were without service. Outages vrhich extend for 
a day or more curtail consumption of electric power and, vihen integrated 
over a wide area, this reflects as decreased gross sales and revenue for 
~:- 19, P. 73 and ll4 
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that period. Furthermore, the figures mentioned above do not include 
arry losses by the cus tamers. The loss to factories vlhich had chemical 
processes interrupted or production lines stopped, or retail stores which 
had a loss of customers and sales, or the industrial an:i domestic loss 
from spoilage due to absence of refrigeration would add to a staggering 
sum of money beyond the figures quoted to the D.P.U. Without going into 
any more detail it can quickly be seen that the problem of minimizing 
the length of electric outages is significant, not only from the personal 
and public safety and convenience point of view, but also from the pure 
dollar and cents aspect both to the utility and to the consumer. 
20 
II. SIGNIFICANT PARTS OF UTILITY ORGANIZATION 
UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS 
DUTIES OF MAJOR DIVISIONS, EXCEPT DISTRI BUTION 
Briefly the parts of an electric utility organization which 
become significant and take on additional or different functions after 
a major storm has caused widespread damage in an area "rill be des-
cribed as they function normally. Operating areas are usually defined 
either by geographical limits or franchise boundaries as they might be 
assigned to individual companies or portions of a company if a holding 
company is involved. Each operating area is headed by a manager, who 
is either responsible to his board of directors, if an independent 
company is present, or to his top mana gement, if his group is a part 
of a larger system. Never are t wo tables of or ganization identical, 
but a typical one is i ndica ted in Fi gure 7. 
The treasury section is responsible for general accounting 
fQDCtions, payroll, customer accounting (including billing, collec-
tions, and customer service), pJa nt a~ counting, as prescribed by state 
a nd f ederal re gulatory bodies, arrl the stores department. The names 
of these various departments suggest their .functions under normal con-
di tions so the detailed responsibilities for most of tl:em will not be 
outlined . However, t v-ro groups take on such special significance under 
emergency conditions that a brief word of their daily work is necessary 
to appreciate t he contrast wi th emergency conditions discus sed in a 
later section. The tw o groups are the stores departm:mt and the cus-
tomer service section of the customer accounting departrent. The stores 
department handles the rec eiving of all stock and supplies for operation 
21 
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PARTIAL CRGANIZATIONAL CHART CF ELECTRIC UTILITY 
I }1AJOR DEPARTMENTS TO BE INVOLVED IN ST<ml RESTCRATION 
Figure 7 
arrl maintenance and appliances for re-sale. They maintain stock records, 
keep inventory control records, and price the rna terials consumed. And, 
of course, they assemble and dispense the stock required each day by 
all of the foremen wh o have constru::tion or maintenance projects under-
Hay. The stores depart:rrent is more or less tailored to fit the crews 
normally lv orking in the area as regards the size of loading platforms, 
rna terial handling equipment, amounts of inventory, and personnel. The 
other group, the customer service section, is usually located in a 
room arranged lvith telephone equipped positions uhere girls can sit to 
handle the nonnal day's incoming calls. These calls from customers 
cover a v-ride range of topics arxi include such i terns as requests for 
services to be installed or removed, complaints about the quality of 
service, reports of burned out street lights, and minor interruptions 
of po'<l er. Here again the work load far' these girls receiving customer 
service calls is quite steady so the number of employees, telephones, 
and card files r equired can be determined very efficiently. Unfor-
tunately the requirements for both the stores ani customer service sec-
tions expand to such an extent under emergency conditions that the nor-
mal complement of personnel and equipment is completely inadequa. te. 
Another group, often referred to as ''the operating group'' in-
cludes departments responsible for production, distribution, metering, 
and transportati on. Distriliution, because it plays the most signifi-
cant part in storm damage restoration, is described in more detail in 
the next sub-topic. The production department, depending upon the area 
in question, handles operation and maintenance of generating stations, 
transmission line faci lities, and substation equipment. It v-ras men-
23. 
tioned in the introductory section tba t storm darre.ge to this type of 
equipment was not expected, so the big additional job for this depart-
ment during restoration 1-10uld be to furnish substation operators and 
svTitc11men to man substations normally unattended or controlled remotely 
in a semi-automatic manner. The rre ter department 1 s normal function is 
to test, install, maintain, and remove customer metering instruments 
(nat including reading of tl1e meters periodically which comes under the 
treasury department's jurisdiction). This department takes on extra 
duties after storms as th3y check many isola ted complaints which in-
volve blown fuses on cus tamer premises. They also lend men to the 
distribution department to supplement their organization as well as 
take care of darnaged meter equipment, such as kilcwatthour meters 
ripped from the side of a residence. TI1e transportation section's 
scope is easily defined for nonnal conditions. They are responsible 
for routine maintenance and garage service to all company vehicles and 
combustion engine equipment, which \vould include company-owned coupes 
and sedans, as vJell as a variety of trucks, compressors, pumps, and 
hydraulic lifts and ladders. In times of trouble the work of this 
group mushrooms because it is so important to keep all of the motorized 
equipment operating long hours under abnormal corrlitions, as 1rrell as 
taking care of additional vehicles which may come into the area just 
for tre rehabilitation work. 
Referring again to a typical table of or ganization, the sales 
group also takes on special significance 'I.Yhen a big storm brings wide 
scale damage. In the normal routine tl1e customer relations section 
handles domestic complaints, pg.rticularly questions about billing ; while 
the indus trial sales group handles all contacts 1.vith commercial and 
industrial accounts, such as type of service, applicable rates, and 
additional utilization. Public reJations handles publicity and re-
leases to the newspapers, radio, and TV. 
W NCI'IONS OF DISTRIBUTION DEPARTHENT 
The function of the distribution department in a typical 
electric utility is to maintain, operate, and construct necessary 
additions to the equipment necessary to distribute electric paver from 
locality substations to the actual customer's premises for consumption. 
This department is also charged i.Jith the operation and maintenance of 
the street lights throughout the area. See Figure B. 
Under normal conditions, one function of tl1e distribution de-
partment is tre responsibility of all underground equipment., leaving 
the various substations to serve loads throughout the city, including 
inspection and rountine rna intenance of manholes, duct lines, under-
ground s ~r itchgear, and cables. They perform the required switching 
to relieve circuits in trouble caused by deterioration and external 
damage to underground equipiTBnt and make tl1e necessary replacements to 
restore or insure continuity of service. They also maintain all street 
light fixtures fed from underground mains. As previously mentioned, 
the underground system represents a small percentage of the total 
distribution system except in heavily congested areas; so, likewise, 
the undergrourrl portion of the distribution department tends to be 
smaller than tlle overhead section. 
The overhead division of the distribution department is re-
sponsible for the inspection, maintenance , operation, and additions of 
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poles and overhead con:iuctors and equipment serving all types of elec-
tric customers in the area -- industrial, commercial, residential, and 
street lighting. The overhead group operate the big line trucks which 
are so familar to everyone as they are seen about the streets each day 
with several linemen riding in the rear and rerhaps towing a new pole. 
These big trucks usually carry eight to ten men, four tthot linemen", and 
their groundmen-helpers, plus a driver and foreman. They are set up 
to perform heavy construction involving complicated pole replacements 
or work on large conductors and equipment. The overhead group also 
operate smaller line trucks, consisting of three-men crews, who per-
form line work of a miscellaneous nature, including the very important 
work of installing new services to new customers or to customers who 
are increasing their capacity. Street light patrol trucks, unier the 
direction of the overhead department, work each night replacing street 
light bulbs which have burned out. Finally, this part of the distri-
bution department also sends out the familar one-man trouble trucks. 
These trucks are operated around the clock by very experienced line-
men who serve as emergency men answering all types of trouble calls --
customer has no li@:lts, unidentified wire laying in the street, pole 
hit by vehicle, and so on. 
The distribution department also performs other .functions 
which are not so obvious to general public. An engineering section 
handles small day to day technical problems which arise in connection 
with the work of the underground and overhead crews. They lay out the 
specifications for the work orders given to the various foremen, are 
responsible for the maps and records rertaining to distribution equip-
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ment, handle routine contacts with the telephorn company relative to 
jointly owned poles and guys, and negotiate minor rights-of-way and lo-
cation permits from municipalities. Electrical inspectors are also a 
part of the distribution departzrent; their job to check the entrance 
equipment of new customers to see that company standards have been met. 
DAILY TROUBLE CALLS AND SERVICE REST<RATION 
It is only economically feasible for a distribution depart-
ment to carry as nany heavy line trucks, service trucks, and trouble 
trucks complete with appropriate men and equipment as their day-to-
day work of operation and naintenance shall require. (This requirement 
will vary from one company to another depending upon whether they choose 
to perform their o1rm major construction, which is 'cyclic · at the best, 
or whether they choose to hire outside contractors for their large 
capital construction projects.) Their organization is adeqmte and 
satisfactory to handle interruptions to service as trey may occur in 
isolated instances from one day to the next. A car hits a pole and 
knocks out the lights on a particular street, a lightning storm burns 
out a transformer serving a m ighborhood, a few limbs are blown dOW'n 
on a windy, rainy night causing customers' service to fail; certainly 
the typical distribution department has a smooth functioning organiza-
tion and can cope with these types of restoration problems with their 
existing rren, equipment, and supervisors. 
Actually the first indication of a small service interruption 
as it migtlt occur in a normal day's routine oftm comes through a tele-
phone call to the customer service section. The customer says that his 
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lights ba ve gone out at a certain address and <Tants to knov1 wm n they 
will be restored. This information is passed along to a supervisor in 
the overhead department (if the address is in an area served overhead) 
who dispatches a trouble truck to the area or contacts a truck already 
in the area by two-way radio. After the trouble man has located the 
difficulty, he will report that he can fix it or that he reeds the 
help of a small crew or perhaps a heavy line crew. In any event, the 
damage is quickly repaired, service is restored, arrl the incident is 
closed. The significant thing is that these incidents are occuring in 
an irregular fashion all of the tine, both day and night, Sundays, as 
well as week-days. Restoration is perfarned time after time with the 
organization operating in the area in a very routine manner because 
the number of incidents is proportionately small arrl can be handled 
with existing men and equipment. This is not the case when a major 
storm hits and thousands of custoners are without service at the same 
tine. 
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III. ADVANCE PREPARATION FOR REHABILITATION OF SYSTEM 
IS ADVANCE PlANNING NECESSARY 
All electric utili ties are acutely aware that from time to 
time they may be hit by a major storm involving winds of hurricane 
force or sleet or other combinations of elements which will cause 
widespread darrage to their overhead poles and corrluctors and interrupt 
service to thousands of cus tamers.* Practically all companies lave 
developed advance plans, at least on paper, describing in va~ng de-
tail how they propose to restore all interrupted services in the quick-
est way pes sible.~"* No attempt will be made to say nxu company proposes 
so-and-so, but uyu company proposes a different approach. Instead 
various intra-company manuals have been studied, published material 
read, and different levels of utility management lave been interviewed 
on the general subject to sample a cross section of present day think-
ing. These thoughts have been coupled with the author's ideas and 
actual storm experience ""Vlhile working for a utility as an engineer to 
produce a sampJe plan of hew rehabilitation work could be carried out. 
Some companies have developed their storm restoration pro-
cedure to the point that they feel it wise to issue manuals detailing 
* 
9, .P. 78 
* 12, P. 16 ~~ 15, P. 86 
-jH(o 3, Appendix II 
-lHl- 8, P. 71 
~a 17, P. 116 
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step by step procedure.* These manuals show the organization as it 
would be formed in an emergency and give the names and addresses of 
the individuals who will fill the different posts from key supervisor 
down to clerk and rressenger. Lists of customers affecting public health 
and safety, special forms to record trouble reports, methods of analyz-
ing the severity of the storm, and many more details are given, even 
to a listing of locations where dry ice for customer refrigeration may 
be obtained. Necessarily these are reviewed and revised annually to 
adjust for system additions and personnel changes. 
Other companies have also issued manuals but have not pub-
lished instructions in detail.** Instead, general policy has been set 
down and additional responsibilities are assigned to various echelons 
by the title of the job rather than by personal name. Their thought 
apparently is to set up the barest framework, interject some company 
philosophy and leave the rest to tre individuals designated as respon-
sible. 
l"l:ost utili ties agree that their plans should be reviewed each 
year before the hurricane season starts. Some go through the motions 
of practice exercises which simulate actual conditions with all per-
sonnel leaving their daily tasks and taking up their restoration 
duties .-r.->.:~!-
21 
21 
17, P. 116 
1'1any companies have met with other utilities in their area 
and formed sectional assistance plans whereby neighboring companies 
promise to lend men and equipment to help in damged areas if they are 
not in trouble themselves. These plans include formal rosters of 
persons in authority to contact for help. Two examples are the "Elec-
tric Coordinating Council of New England, 11 which includes all privately 
owned electric utilities in New England, and the "Emergency Assistance 
Roster -- i'liddle Atlantic States,n which includes companies from 
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, IVJ.aryland, District of Columbia, 
Delaware, and Virginia.* 
The question of advanced planning and preparation for storm 
restoration work then becomes not a question of whether to have an 
advance plan, but rather a matter of degree as to how detailed the 
preparations should be. The yardstick to measure the various plans 
against is obvious; tha. t is, for a given amount of damage how can 
service be restored to the most custorrers in the shortest time with 
the nanpower which can be made available. In this problem manpaver is 
sort of a fixed quantity limited by a company's own crews plus whatever 
they can borrcw from utilities which have not been hit and which are 
close enough geographically to transport their rren quickly. The two 
variables in the problem are the extent arrl severity of damage and the 
time required to restore s~rvice. The extent and severity are depen-
dent on the nagnitude of the storm and the condition of the overhead 
* 3, Appendix I 
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pole plant and nearby trees. The restoration time required is dependent 
upon post-storm weather conditions and the IJB.nner in which the various 
levels of IJB.m.gement use the men, rraterials, and machines at their 
disposal. 
In the introduction it was pointed out tm t the present 
extensive use of electric appliances and equipment in homes and commer-
cial establishments necessitates rapid restoration of service to minimize 
inconvenience to custom:3rs. This is particularly true if the weather 
is cold and the lack of heating facilities becomes critical within a 
few hours. Besides the loss in revenue caused by reduced consumpti on 
the electric company has selfish interests to speed restoration. One 
is to minimize adverse public and political opinion which rra.y arise at 
such times. Another is the rratter of prestige as it regards continuity 
of service and rapid restoration -- a factor which is very hard to 
measure but certainly reflects in future sales of electrical equipment 
and consQmption of electrical energy. 
DISTRIBUTION DEPARTI"'ENT PREL llUNARY PlANNING 
Because the distribution department becomes the base of all 
restoration work and all other departmental activities revolve around 
it, advance plans for its emergency operation will be considered next. 
This departiTBnt will bave more men and trucks deployed over the damaged 
area than all ihe other departments combined. No rra.tter how well the 
other de:r;:artments have their groups organized and working, in the last 
analysis it is the rren of the distribution department, the pole lineman 
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especially, who must go to the scene and rrake the actual repairs. 
The head of the distribution department must make advance 
plans for the use of his m.:m. He knows tba t a rapid survey, a very 
gere ral perusal, must be na.de to see hew hard his system has been hit, 
as soon as i:he storm has passed. This quick look should be completed 
in about ore hour by the few very experienced line construction super-
visors he ha.s immediately at his dispcsal. The purpose of this very 
short inspection is not to locate specific dana.ge, but rather to sample 
a cross section of the area to ttget a feeltt of the extent and type of 
dana.ge. When the basic plans are arranged and reviewed annually, these 
key men must be informed of their first job so that they can confer 
with their overhead superintendent and decide which section of the area 
each will cover, what particular trouble spots they will check, and 
what route they will drive. The routes will be carefully thought out 
to avoid possible traffic jams, lowlands where flooding and washouts 
might occur, or roads exposed to bad ice or drifting sncw corrlitions. 
The routes will be reviewed and checked from tinE to time to see that 
they are not too time consuming. Time is extremely important at this 
stage because these men must return and pool their observations with 
the department head so that he can decide what his ma.npcwer requirements 
will be. Based on this first damage report be must request through 
his top management a certain amount of help from other areas or other 
companies. ~Vhile he ma.y have to revise his e stina. te later based on 
more detailed information, it is extremely important that be report the 
corrlition of his diifltribution equipment to higher management so that 
they can start to move line crews into the area. This moverrent might 
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originate in other portions of the same system or might come through a 
mutual assistance clearing headquarters. In any event it will take 
time for the crews and trucks to arrive so the request should be nade 
as accurately and as early as possible. 
The distribution superintendent knows hew many overhead pri-
mary distribution feeders he las under his jurisdiction and la1ows that 
practically every one will be knocked out in a very bad storm. vJhile 
a few may have opened from transient faults, essentially every feeder 
must be patrolled to locate the trouble spots before switching and re-
energizing can start and before restoration crews can be sent to make 
repairs. It is not uncommon for an operating area to have seventy-five 
feeders an::l. it usually takes at least two hours to completely patrol a 
feeder in the daylight. Therefore, at least one patrolman (and a driver 
for safety reasons) will be needed per feeder, perhaps more for long 
rural circuits. The length of tirre required to complete each survey 
will depend on how much information must be obtained, as some companies 
want information posted and tabulated about not only damage to primary 
feeder conductors an::l. poles, but also to street light circuits and fix-
tures, secon:lary circuits, customer's services and so on in great 
detail. To ask for too much information from a patrolman slows him down 
because he must look for more things and because he wi 11 be exposed to 
more customers along the route who will ask very time consuming ques-
tions. Furthermore when inforrre. ti on of a very detailed ra ture is turned 
in at the operating l~adquarters a bigger staff will be required to 
digest it, rre.ke out the proper forms, and post it correctly. Detailed 
information has statistical value and is helpful in the fim.l stages 
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of rehabilatation work, but in the early stages really only damage to 
primary feeders is of interest. (The reader is reminded that damage 
to substations and transmission facilities is not covered in this dis-
cussion, as mentioned in the introductory section.) Sometimes a 
primary feeder will only be damaged in one or two places, yet thousands 
of homes will be interrupted on that one feeder. On the other hand, 
secondary trouble usually only affects from one to about fifteen cus-
tamers, but can take rearly as much time to repair as prirra~J trouble. 
A roster of patrolmen must be established complete with a 
list of their drivers, the feeder to be patrolled and their alternate 
feeder to be surveyed. Each patrolman will be completely familar with 
the route of his assigned feeder including the location of s -v;itches 
and large or essential customers. He will ride over the route in a 
leisurely fashion at least once a year following an up-to-date map 
furnished by the record department and will be equally familar vTith 
his alternate feeder. Each man must have an alternate feeder assigned 
because, when the emergency arises, his circuit may not be in trouble 
so he can help on another or because some last minute changes in per-
sonnel may be necessary due to sickness or out-of-town absences. The 
roster will also include a few extra men, perhaps five per cent, who 
are not directly assigned, but who, because of their general familiarity 
in the area, can stand ready to fill vacancies which can not be foreseen. 
These men assigned to the roster of p:t trolmen must have 
special qualifications in that they must have some experience or a good 
understanding of overhead construction. For instance they must be able 
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to trace a circuit through complicated junction poles where other cir-
cuits also exist, they must be able to distinguish primary conductors 
from street lighting wires or telephone wires on the same pole, they 
must be able to determine if stretched wires have so much slack in 
them that they can not be energized. They should be able to tell 
whether a broken pole must be replaced irnrrediately or whether it can 
be braced up temporarily, whether a big limb can be easily swung away 
from primary wires by a line crew or whether a tree crew will be re-
quired, and other similar matters of judgment all made with practi-
cally no hesitation. Conferences between department heads will indi-
cate men working in other departments who have useful experience, per-
haps having formerly worked in distribution. Certainly some men will . 
be available from the area engineering group, industrial sales group, 
various junior management men, meter department personnel, right-of-
way men, and field accountants. These can be added to tll3 men avail-
able vTithin the distribution department, suCh as telephone company 
liaison men, distribution engineering personnel, and retrogressed line 
construction men re-assigned permanently to lighter work. The difference 
between the men available and the men required must be selected from 
different departments and trained to perform surveys at least on the 
simpler feeder routes. The men to be trained may come from such groups 
as appliance repair, underground construction, arrl meter repair. 
Patrolmen are an absolute necessity, and, if necessary, classes must 
be arranged complete with per i odic refresher courses so that each man 
has at least enough understanding of pole · line construction to accurately 
report corrlitions on the feeder assigrnd to him. To have a well or-
ganized and well trained group of ITBn constituting a complete list of 
feeder patrolmen is a tremendous advantage to the restoration efforts 
of the distribution department, an advantage sure to start its work 
off on the right foot arrl well worth the training time spent. 
Some distribution departments call all of their men into the 
headquarters a few hours before a storm like a hurricane arrives on the 
theory that they'll have them there for any extreme eiJBrgency which 
might come up as the storm approoches and that they'll be all ready to 
go as soon as the storm subsides. Other companies send all of their 
employees home except a small skeleton crew including a few troublemen. 
Their thought is that the men will be required to work long hours after 
the restoration pJan goes into effect and that they are better off to 
be resting at home and protecting their own properties and family. 
There is a psychological lift for the employee to be home during the 
height of the storm so that he knows that everything was all right with 
the wife arrl children when he left, as opposed to having him cooling 
his reels in a company assembly room wondering ha-. bad the storm is at 
his house and unable to reach them by telephone. In the advanced train-
ing sessions it should be explained to the men that they will be sent 
home if the height of the storm is expected during normal working 
hours and that they are to rerrain there until it is safe to travel 
after the worst of the storm goes by. 
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The distribution department must confer with the production 
and industrial sales groups to decide wba. t feeders require preferential 
treatnent and should be kept alive during the starm if possible. This 
work can be carried on as a committee ani will no doubt take comider-
able investigation before a list can be prepared and :isswd to inter-
ested ps.rties; but, when the storm has struck, there'll be no tine to 
consider such subjects. Host feeders can be de-energized when the 
worst of the storm comes, so tba. t they do not suffer damage from Wires 
swinging together and burning and so that the danger to the public of 
falling live wires will be minimized. Other circuits which are partly 
underground and partly overhead can have tl1e overhead portions either 
de-energized or switched to other feeders so tha. t the unexposed urrler-
ground section can continue in service. A few feeders which serve 
customers like municipal water or sewerage pumping statiom, hoopitals, 
and najor chemical plants having goods in-process are designated for 
preferential treatment and every attempt is made by the substation 
operators to keep them alive. Another group of feeders are kept alive 
until their automatic protection devices open the circuit because of 
trouble, with the thought that they will receive first attention from 
the distribution crews when they start out after the storm. 
While the d:is tribution superintendent does not lmow hrn :rra.ny 
"foreign" crews Will be nade available, he lmoos exactly hew rrany line-
men and trucks are in h:is normal complement. His preliminary plans will 
include detailed instructions to his general line foreman of the wcrk 
to be perforrred imned:ia tely after -the storm has passed. There will be 
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a period of a couple of hours until the J:E.trolmen return with damage 
reports which can be spent quite inefficiently unless a detailed plan 
is worked out, expJained, discussed, and practiced in advance (and 
rehearsed periodical:cy). In order to do the most with the least, 
the line crews should be split up so that each true k has only two line-
men and groundmen besides the driver and foreman or truck supervisor. 
This means that additional trucks, such as those used for street light 
patrol, trouble trucks and other miscelJaneous vehicles, must be pressed 
into service. No large crews are required at that time because heavy 
work typing up large crews for long periods must be by-passed. First 
these snail crews will have a certain number of locations to check where 
neighbors or police have reported live wires or other hazards to public 
safety. (A lot of these hazardous-condition investigations can be 
eliminated if the feeders are de-energized shortly before the storm 
hits, as mentioned in the paragraph above.) Then these same crews should 
proceed by pre-determined plan to ride along the routes of certain very 
important feeders which serve hospitals, city water pumps, police and 
fire stations, nursing homes, and the like. They would start from the 
substations and follow only a pre-assigned prima~ feeder trunk, re-
pairing damage along the way to the prima~ circuit and not to street 
lights nor secorrlary wires. When they had a section ready to re-ener-
gize, they would pass the information back by two-way radio and perhaps 
be told to continue in that area or shifted elsewhere as the FE trolmen' s 
reports begin to come in. 
There are nBny other aspects af the problem which the distri-
bution department must consider and organize in advance but only one 
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other geooral topic will be mentiomd. Just as a patrolmen's roster and 
initial plans for locally-based linemen are important, a trained organi-
zation ready to operate as 11ins ide men11 is very essential. An enlarged 
temporary staff must be organized in adyance and instructed to handle 
the overwhelming instances of trouble which occur. But before the in-
side organization can be set up it must be decided whether to conduct 
the restoration work from one centralized headquarters or from several 
dec errtraliz ed headquarters. This decision will depend to some extent 
upon the geographical area involved and the number of line crews re-
quired; hov1ever, if the damage is really severe ani the area is typical 
of so rrany electric utilities, the decentralized arrangement is much 
more advantageous. In the decentralized scheme of operation the 
territory norrrally served from one operating headquarters is broken 
up into many smaller areas, often one area per rrajor substation. The 
nan in charge of each smaller area is completely responsible for the 
work in that area. A temporary branch headquarters must be established 
at a pre-determined point, somewhat similar to what the anny might refer 
to as a "command post." In the preliminary planning the territory must 
be split up ani trn locations for the different groups determined. 
Often tines a group might restore service to all customers served from 
one Ja rge subs ta. tion or in a less dens ely populated a rea the group 
might be responsible far an entire community, particularly if that town 
had only one substation. The location which is chosen must be access-
ible during post-storm cond.itions of flooding or drifting snow. It 
must be warm and dry, large enough to accommodate three or four desks 
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and tables, plus telephones and maps. This temporary office sh auld 
be located so that it is convenient for trucks and cars to drive very 
close and p::~.rk, yet still be shut off from the general public. 
The staff for each group headquarters will consist of a group 
leader, a COI1111Ercial representative, one or more clerks, at least one 
messenger, and as many acting general line foremen as are required. 
The staff vTill also include a night man to be on duty through the night 
when restoration work is not in process. Work crevTs will be assigned 
to the various groups as the overhead superinter:dent stationed in the 
central headquarters shall judge, weighing the relative needs of his 
various groups. See Figure 9. It will be the sole responsibility of 
the group leader in each area to deploy the crews assigned to him, 
ke eping in mind priority customers as listed and being aware of sugges-
tions .from the coil11!Ercial representative assigned to that group. The 
commercial man will work closely with the group leader and will receive 
information relayed from the customer service group at the main operat-
ing headqmrters pertaining to custorers with urgent reeds. He will, 
in turn, keep the custorer service group informed of approxirna. te times 
when service will be restored on certain streets and other similar 
questions vThich arise by the dozen. The clerk will keep a log of sig-
nificant events such as the t:i.Jre when major switching was per formed, 
the tirres when service was restored to key custorers and areas and 
other related subjects. The acting general foremen will be picked from 
the more experienced patrolmen after they have turned in their primary 
patrol reports. These general foremen will have direct supervision 
over the line trucks, tree crews, and srrall service trucks assigned to 
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I 
them by the group leader and will work in the field with the truck 
leaders to see that the actual restoration work is carried out as 
efficiently as possible. They will also supervise all distribution 
switching as directed by the group leader and will coordinate with 
other group leaders for switching between areas. 
If the restoration is carried on from decentralized points, 
the organization at the central operating headquarters will be quite 
small. The distribution superintendent and the person designated as 
his assistant for night coverage, the assistant superintendents in 
charge of both overhead and underground operation, the distribution 
engineer, and a very small group to handle reproduction of maps, tele-
phone company liaison, special problems as they might filter in from 
group leaders, and progress charts or maps showing areas restored, work 
in prog ress, and so on, will comprise this central group. Even if the 
outer areas are decentralized, there is a chance that some companies 
will try to handle the area around the central operating headquarters 
with the central headquarters staff. This comes about because day-to-
day restoration is handled from there and because they are often located 
in the same building or very near to a large substation. This idea 
would appear to be a mistake in most instances. If a decentralized plan 
is to operate smcessfully all areas should be set up similarly, even 
if it turns out that a group leader has his office in the same building 
1vith the distribution superinterrlent. This permits the men in charge 
of the overall problems to be isolated f'rom some of the confusion and 
gives them a chance to stand back and run the complete rehabilitation 
-vlithout being influenced nor distracted by all of the little incidents 
which are really the group leaders' problems. 
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CUSTOMER SERVICE PRE-STORM PLANNING 
As mentioned in a previous section, the customer service 
section normally is equipped with several telephone positions, l-rhere 
gi r ls take incoming calls from customers who want a service installed 
or removed, who have a 11no-lights 11 call or other complaints, or who 
want appliance service of some sort. This group is sometimes under 
the distribution superintendent, but is considered here to be a 
treasury function, a sub-division of customer accounting. This arrange-
rent has the advantage in nonna.l times of facilitating close checks 
with the credit department, which is also under treasury. Furthemore, 
because so many girls are involved, it seems to blend with other 
accounting groups, which also require large amounts of female help, 
instead of into the distribution department, which requires only a 
small amount of stenographic help otherwise. 
The staff of girls normally handling customers 1 incoming calls 
is entirely too small to handJe the vast number of telephone calls which 
will start at the first sign of storm trouble, hit its peak as soon as 
the · storm has passed and caused widespread interruptions, and will con-
tinue at an abnonnal rate as long as service restoration is in process. 
Arrangements for rrany extra 'phones must be made with the telephone 
company, space to accommodate this enlarged group must be earmarked, 
arrl a roster of employees to operate this center on a shift basis must 
be ma.de, keeping in mind the labor laws pertaining to the number of 
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hours female help may lvork. Girls can be made available from different 
sections of the accounting department, but they must be trained, prac-
ticed urrler simulated corrlitions, and given refresher courses periodically. 
Either male or female overseers for these operators must also be desig-
nated and thoroughly acquainted With their responsibilities. Repre-
sentatives f'rom the industrial sales group and a management represen-
tative should also be attached to the emergency customer service sec-
tion because certain irate customers are not satisfied to talk 1-1ith a 
girl, but f'eel happier after having talked with a man, while others 
insist on talking "to the boss. 11 Customers coming in person to any of 
the company's business offices will be handled by men from the customer 
relations group. 
All of the members of the temporarily enlarged customer ser-
vice section serve a tremendously important function in storm rehabili-
tation work, not only because the infornE. tion vlhich the customers 
report is very valuable to the restoration efforts of the distribution 
department, but because in the majority of cases the girl taking the 
customer's call is the only contact the customer will have with the 
company during the post-storm period. Telephone etiquette and the 
manner and content of inforrra. tion given to the customer forms the basis 
f'rom which the public builds a picture of company attitude and effi-
ciency. A great deal of work can be done to acquaint the operators 
with their mission and to point out to them what to expect from the 
customer. It may prove worth1-1hile to "zone" incoming calls so that the 
girls gain a certain familiarity with a section and can speak with cus-
tomers from that section with more confidence and ready information. 
\rJhen a customer calls, he is naturally in an unhappy frame of mind be-
cause he has been inconvenienced by the electric outage. He will say 
where he lives and usually ask just one question, n·hrhen will I have my 
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lights back? 11 vJithout feeling "brushed-off," he quickly must be given 
the best information available from the group leader's office and must 
be made to feel that his problem is understood and is being handled in 
the best possible manner by an efficient restoration organization. 
Great improvements can be nRde in customer complaint telephone tech-
niques with training in classes and in practice exercises. Here again 
the roster I!lllst be revie•v-ed at least twice a year because of the turn-
over in fenale help, and instruction arrl refresher courses are required 
to keep the group in a shape to go into action on very short notice. 
All incoming customer calls should be recorded on separate 
forms. These forms should be very simple because very little actual 
information is required, because the time required by the operators to 
fill in the forms should be minimized, because some customers will feel 
harassed to answer a long list of questions, and becaus~ the informa-
tion must be very brief to be utilized quickly by the group headquarters. 
Completed forms will be zoned and sent to the proper operating group 
for their guidance and action. 
INDUSTRIAL SALES PREPARATIONS 
The industrial sales group should lave an up-to-date list of 
their industrial customers who Will suffer particularly from an extended 
electric outage. When a storm appears imminent, all of the larger and 
essential customers should be contacted to warn them that an outage might 
be expected if the storm developes as indicated, to suggest that they 
check their auxiliary generators if trny have such, to reassure each 
that all will be done to restore service promptly, and to remind the 
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customer of the commercia 1 representative to ask for if he finds it :Ls 
necessary to telephone during the outage. They will carry out an in-
vestigation and keep an up-to-date reference list, for the convenience 
of customers, of locations where dry ice may be obtained and where 
small portable electric generators may be rented or bought. The 
industrial sales group must, of course, be prepared to furnish men for 
patrol, assignment to group headquarters, or the customer service center, 
as indicated on the rosters mentioned previously. 
ADVANCE PLANNING FOR THE STORES DEPARTMENT 
The prime function of the stores departrrent :Ls to keep all 
crews adequately supplied with all required materials to use for re-
habilitation. This will include crews loaned from other areas as well 
as locally based crews. A minimum pre-storm inventory must be estab-
lished after consultation with the distribution department and other 
interested groups. This inventory must. contain enough material to com-
pletely restore service after any conceivable big storm and should in-
clude ample quantities of items, such as connectors, splices, cross-
arms, poles, certain sizes and types of 1r1ire, and hardware. Some 
storekeepers rray say that they are located near large supply warehouses 
and can obtain essential materials on a very short notice. This tends 
to be a hit-or-miss scheme and can cause delays in the deployment of 
crews because of material shortages. The storekeeper not only must 
keep his storm inventory list revised and current, but he must have a 
scheme to rotate these mterials with his ;r-egular stock so that shelf 
life deterioration and slight model changes do not become a problem. 
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A personrel roster must be arranged within this departrent so that the 
stockroom is manned at all times and so that extra men are available 
during daily rush periods, which are just after dark and just before 
daylight during stonn damage work. Several line trucks and cre1vs 
could be tied up waiting to take on stock causing much valuable time 
to be lost, so every move must be thought out in advance and the normal 
staff supplemented with trained spares to be sure that no field cre1vs 
are delayed by lack of material. 
In planning conferences with the distribution department's 
staff it may develop that trucks not normally used in line construction 
will be pressed into service far' the initial phase of the restoration. 
(This is the phase mentioned in an earlier section when it was pointed 
out that crews used in preliminary restoration, at least, should not 
include more than two linemen.) If additional trucks are to be used, 
the storekeeper shall arrange in advance to have tool kits ready to 
equip these trucks in addition to the usual materials and supplies re-
quired by all of the regular trucks. These tool kits would include 
rope, blocks, bolt cutters, battery lanterns, warning flags, tree 
trimmers, ladders, jumpers, wire grips, protective safety equipment, 
and other similar equipment to equip a small crew for light work, per-
haps from a rented truck • 
..A..DVANCE PLANS FCR TRANSPCRTATION DEPART:t<JENT 
The transpar'tation departrrent must make plans to handle a 
threefold problem during the reh.abili tation r;ericxi. First they must 
thoroughly prepare their normal fleet of vehicles, pumps, and other 
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motorized equipment so that they can all be pressed into service with-
out the least delay. Secondly, they must have workable plans for the 
maintenance of vehicles coming into tl1e area from other companies. 
Third, they must have firm commitments with a rental agency to obtain 
the us e of extra cars and true ks. 
The regular garage staff of servicemen, mechanics, and super-
visors is only adequate to take care of the locally based fleet as it 
is opera ted in a conventi anal workweek. Just the extra demands upon 
the garage to keep their own vehicles working long hours is enough to · 
overload the regular work force, especially where so much of the work 
must be performed in the night to keep all trucks working through the 
daylight. Superimpcsed on this work load can be at least three or 
four times as many vehicles sent into the area from other distant lo-
cations. While no najor naintenance will be performed on this visiting 
fleet, daily servicing must be accomplished somehow. The transpar'ta-
tion supervisor, after learning from the distribution department the 
number of extra trucks which might be expected after a severe storm, 
must set up a roster to handle this increase during the entire extent 
of the restoration period. It may be that be does not have access to 
sufficient manpower and must make specific plans vd th a large public 
garage to loan him men or to send the vehicles from other companies to 
that public garage for nightly service. Arrangements must also be nade 
for night parking of the extra line true ks. These trucks have many 
articles like rope, wire, and tools in their open bodies, so pilferage 
can become a problem and a nuisance. It is practically out of the 
question to put all of these vehicles in a garage each nigj:lt but usually 
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they can be lined up in a company-owned parking lot enclosed with a 
chain link fence and guarded by a special policeman or company watchmen. 
This in turn means that the cre\fS must have limousine service to their 
quarters, which is a detail to be worked out with the person in charge 
of accommodations (discussed in the next sub-topic). 
After the distribution department has established its roster 
of patrolmen, group leaders, acting general line foremen, and messengers, 
the head of the transportation section can count the total number of 
passenger vehicles required and can decide how many cars must be obtained 
from a rental company. Persons authorized to use a rented car should 
be so listed on the rosters so that there will be no misunderstanding 
nor last minute delays. It may be that the type of damage in a par-
ticular storm requires the use of many small crews and practically no 
large crews. This may necessitate the use of rental trucks. In any 
event the problem of supply, billing, and on-the-spot maintenance must 
be discussed by the transportation head with the selected rental agency 
arrl a firm agreement developed so that the correct number of vehicles 
can be obtained without confusion and delay. 
HISCELLANEOUS ITDl:S IN ADVANCE PLANNING 
One item which has no equivalent in normal operations pertains 
to the accumuJation of weather inforrration indicating the progress of 
an impending storm. Some progress is being made to have a system of 
communicating bad weather conditions through normal dispatching channels 
from one utility system to the next. Also, suggestions are often made 
to retain a private meteorologist to advise of the routes and severity 
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of threatening storms. However, the best source of weather information 
is the u. s. Weatl13r Bureau and it would appear that the proficiency 
of this bureau will continue to improve as further scientific advances 
in forecasting are made. The ne.mgement should arrange to station 
company representatives (on a shift basis) at the nearest u. s. li-Jeather 
Bureau so that the operating group can be informed directly by one of 
its own employees of all pertinent weather data whenever a major storm, 
particularly a hurricane, is a distinct possibility. This source of 
information, to the exclusion of all others, should be the basis of the 
decisions by management to put the various phases of the emergency res-
toration plan into effect. 
Another item which does not appear in routine operations but 
takes on major proportions during rehabilitation v.rork is the matter of 
providing meals and quarters for 1'foreign crews" and perhaps local crews 
as well. This responsibility is usually assigned to sorre non-operating 
depart.roont supervisor who is well acquainted with eating and lodging 
facilities in the area. This is a vi tally important subject and requires 
a lot of forethought and investigation; but, because the speed of res-
toration is a direct function of each line crew's productivity, the 
personal welfare of the men cannot be overemphasized. 
Temporary dormitories with cots are definitely not the answer 
to the housing problem because it must be remembered that these men are 
used to being with their families and sleeping in their own homes arrl 
cannot readjust to the noise and confusion of crews and individuals 
coming and going in a make-shift dormitory. Sleeping quarters in modern 
motels are one solution. The accomodations do not need to be luxurious 
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but must be clean, warm, dry, and quiet, and generally located near 
the area vrhere work is to be r:erformed; remenbering that if the company 
expects a top performance of physically hard work from a lineman JB.bor-
ing under abnormal conditions from daylight unt:Ll dark, he must be well 
rested. If the quarters are remotely located and require e xcessive 
travel time, either less time is spent on the job or less rest and re-
laxation is available to the men. 
The reasoning pertaining to meals is similar. Linemen are 
traditionally strong, outdoor-type men doing vary hard work and require 
and deserve a mple portions of first quality food served, not necessarily 
in luxury, but in pleasant, clean surroundings. One arrangement wh l.ch 
usually is satisfactory to all concerned is to have c r edit accounts 
set up at acceptable restaurants with the truck leader authorized to 
sign i:J1e check for i:J1e whole crew each meal. Care must be taken to 
see that the n:en can have a l1earty breakfast before they go to work at 
daylight. Not ah1ays are there enough restaurants open that early in 
the morning to serve heavy meals to so many men. Inevitably a line 
crew which has had to wait around unnecessari ly to eat a cold breakfast 
which was not to their liking is faced with lowered morale and decreased 
productivity. Conversely if i:J1e crews feel that i:J1e company has made 
good arrangements arrl that tbey 11are eating well," they tend to be in 
high spirits which is beneficial to all concerned. 
The man charg ed with the responsibility of providing meals 
and billets must firrl out how many men might be transferred into his 
area for emergency work an:i then cranvass the area taking the above 
factors into consideration. His agreements vli th restaurants and motel 
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opera tors must be firm so that he will not find himself disappointed 
when the emergency arises because of occupancies by temporarily dis-
placed persons, extra telephone company crews, or other transients 
seeking accommodations because of the storm disaster. He must have 
some sort of a pJan which vlill indicate where each visiting crew is 
quartered so ths. t the men can be reached with personal messages and 
long distance calls. Hcst of all, he must remember that while these 
strange crews are working in his area, they are, in one sense, guests 
of the company. The impression of the organization which they take 
back is important and will be based to a large extent upon his efforts 
to house and feed them, not elegantly, but properly. 
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IV THE DISTRIBUTION DEPARTlvJENT UNDER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS 
MAJOR STORI1 APPROACHES THE AREA 
Following along with the ideas for advance preparation set 
forth in Section III, which would mve been revised, reviewed, and re-
hearsed each smceeding year, the distribution department is rather 
clearly committed to a plan of action as a big storm approaches. Their 
mission can be simply stated -- to operate, construct and maintain all 
distribution equipment to give the best electric service to their cus-
tomers. HO\orever, their mission can not be simply carried out. Even 
in tre best organized company, storm danage means hectic long hours of 
work and many customers inconvenienced by outages. 
Each summer before the hurricane season starts, the distri-
bution department will review its rosters of personnel assigned to 
various storm restoration tasks to be sure that no vacancies have 
occurred through retirement, resignation, or sickness. This should be 
a detailed annual study and should include one day set aside for 
rehearsal by all employees. Along with everything else this rehearsal 
1vill make everyone conscious of the approaching storm season which 
really carries beyond the hurricane p:lriod and through the winter sleet 
and ice storms, too. 
vJhen it appears from the u. s. Weather Bureau radio reports 
that a hurricane is a threat to the . area, previously designated men 
will establish themselves at the weatl1er bureau and be in touch with 
the nanagement and head of the distribution department. At this tirr:e 
group leaders should go to their proposed group headquarters and see 
that their office is already to be occupied, and utilized as planned, 
after the storm has· passed arrl a decentralized plan is put into effect. 
Finally when it appears that tl"E storm will pass near enough to cause 
wide scale damage, the emergency plan will be pronounced in effect by 
the manager. The distribution departrrent will send home every person 
it can possibly release, as planned, and proceed to do last minute 
pre-storm switching. Otherwise only the barest minimum of men and 
supervisors will be on hand for high priority emergency calls involv-
ing distinct danger to human life. Nothing further worthy of note can 
be done until after the worst of the storm has passed. 
AFTER THE STffiM HAS PASSED 
"\rJhen the storm starts to subside, the distribution department 
head will immediately send out tl1e few key men he has selected and 
trained to make a rapid survey. Patrolmen will meet with their drivers 
and corrluct the surveys of trn prinary feeder assigned to them. As 
fast as crew merrbers report from their homes they will be assembled in 
small crews and sent out on tl1e highest priority feeder routes so that 
actual physical restoration is started at this point. Considerably be-
fore the patrolmen return, the rapid survey will have been completed 
and analyzed so that requests for extra crews can be initiated. If the 
damge is substantial and many 11 foreign1' crews will be required, it 
follows that the trouble is sufficient to put the decentralized plan 
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of operation into effect. Group leaders will have finished the job of 
patroling their pr-imary feeders and will proceed to the group headquarters 
location, assume responsibility for distribution switching, and commew e 
operations as fast as their staff arrives and crews are assigned. 
The order of restoration will be hazardous conditions, cus-
tomers associated with public health and welfare (hospitals, pumping 
stations, nursing homes, police and fire stations), primary feeders 
involving customers with exceptional losses from long outages (ice 
cream pJ.ants, meat storage, process plants), all remaining prirrary 
trunk feeders, short or lightly loaded primary lateral feeders, 
secondary distribution, individual customer's services, and finally 
street lighting equipment. 
The primary feeder maps turned in by the patrolmen will be 
marked to indicate location and type of trouble. These will be studied 
by the group leader, his acting general foremen, and his commercial 
representative to establish an estimate of the extent of the damage. 
This estimate will naturally be more accurate than the rapid survey 
made directly after the storm by the distribution superintendent's 
immediate staff. Each group leader will inform the overhead depart-
ment supervisor at the central headqmrters of the extent of damage in 
his area arrl the number and type of additional crews he needs. This 
infornation will be based on his observations, his study of the patrol-
men's reports, and the comments of his staff and should be sent to the 
central headquarters as soon as he has hastily organized his office 
and deployed the available crews under the direction of their acting 
general foremen. The group leader or his commercial representative 
will also contact the customer service center and inform them generally 
of the type of damage, where he has men working, and how much he expects 
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to have restored Ua. t day. Periodically the co:rnrrercial representative 
will receive the information collected at the customer service center; 
but unless a call is particularly significant for some reason, no 
special attention will be paid to a customer's 11 no light" call until 
after the field work has reached the point tm t main prinE.ry feeders 
are being made alive. Often times one darra.ge spot curtails service 
to hundreds of customers; arrl, as soon as that damage is cleared or it 
is by-passed by altern.a.te switching, almost all of that whole block of 
customers will have service again. This action continues until all of 
the primary feeders are energized again; the group leader "playing 
checkers" all of the time, placing rew crews if they are assigned to 
him because his area is in particularly bad shape, relinquishing crews 
if they are needed more urgently elsewhere, but always trying to restcre 
service to the most customers with the means at his disposal. 
~on1ile the restoration of prinE.ry feeders is in progress, there 
will be ample time for the patrolmen not reassigned as group leaders or 
acting general foremen to complete surveys, within the area allocated 
to their group, of daiJE. ge to secondaries, house services, and street 
lights. This type of survey is very time consuming if the damage is 
extensive, but it can now be handled without so much pressure because 
the primary f'eeder work is underway. When the reports of secondary 
and street light troUble have been marked on appropriate maps, tl1e group 
leader not only has a complete guide to the work before him, but he can 
pass information back to the center headquarters estiiJE. ting tl1e time 
required (on a crew-day basis) to restore service completely. 
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The overhead lines supervisor at the central headquarters 
1-1ill reassign crews from one g roup to another so that all groups 
approach one hundred per cent restoration at about the same time. ~vhen 
t he percentage of rest oration reaches a high point, ninety-eight per cent 
for example, the work in the field may become so miscellaneous in nature 
that it will be decided to dissolve the decentralized groups and pass 
their authority back to the central headquarters. Then the amount of 
work, being relatively small, compares with that of an ordinary storm 
and can be handled with the re gular staff and conventional operating 
procedure. 
Excluding a few very rare exceptions no crews would be re-
quired to work after dark . The con:iitions under which storm dama ge 
must be repaired are very arduous. If the work is to continue for 
several days, it has been generally found best to see that the men 
have their rest and good ooals, laying out the work anci. providing 
proper supervision to realize th e maximum from their efforts through 
the daylight hours. Likewise, the office 1-fork conrn cted with this type 
of work has b een found to be very nerve-racking and fatiguing, so men 
in these capacities must also have regularly scheduled hours for meals 
and relief. 
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V CUSTOMER RELATIONS UNDER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS 
ADVANCE VJA1l.NI NG TO CERTAIN CUSTO:tviERS 
As a major storm approo.ches the area, there is no need to try 
to contact all of the residential and small commercial customers 
they receive ample warning through the ne-v;spapers and radio. H&ever, 
the industrial sales department will contact a substantial number of 
customers who have special p roblems when electric service is inter-
rupted. The customers to be reached via telephone are all listed as a 
part of that department's preliminary pJanning. All hospitals and 
nursing homes must be warned that there is a chance that their electric 
service may be interrupted by the storm. It should be suggested that 
they check their auxiliary equipment to be sure that it is in top oper-
ating condit i on. The same applies to municipal pumping stations, police 
and fire stations, and radio broadcasting stations. Large industrial 
users should also be contacted so that they can schedule their produc-
tion differently if there is an outage. Also, chemical pJ.ants having 
g oods-in-process which would be damaged by an interruption should be 
notified. In every case they must be assured that the electric company 
is watching the developing weather situation very carefully, that their 
organization for restoration work is trained and ready to start when 
the time comes, and that every effort, including help from other com-
panies, will be made to restore their service promptly. They should 
also be reminded that they are welcome to contact that department after 
the storm has passed if they have sp ecial problems or require informa-
tion about when to start scheduling pro:l.uction again. So that these 
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customers rray reach company personnel who are familar with their prob-
lem during the post-storm period, ihey should be given the name of the 
industrial sales representative who will be acquainted >vith their 
problem and told to ask for him by name if they find it necessary to 
call. 
CUSTOHERS 1 INCQITNG CALIS 
As soon as the strength of the storm begins to assert itself, 
indirectly causing interruptions to service, the flood of telephone 
calls from customers will begin. There is no better evidence of the 
use of electricity by the public than the number of calls which pour 
into the customer service center. In a minor storm, such as is en-
countered in normal operation, customers' calls help to locate the 
small area in trouble. From the addresses of the customers calling, 
it soon becomes evident that certain streets are all right or that 
another street has trouble only beyond a sectionalizing point. However, 
when damage is widespread in a big storm, incoming calls do not help 
because all of the pr:i.nary feeders, which are de-energized because of 
trouble, have to be patrolled before restoration can start. Then in 
the final stages of the large scale restoration program, the customers' 
calls again act as a guide to locate where darrage still exists and help 
to direct the final clean-up work. 
Following the preliminary plans discussed in a previous 
section, additional 'phones and trained operators will be required as 
soon as the height of the storm has passed. The work of this enlarged 
group of operators cannot be stressed too muclh While the information 
must be recorded accurately, threats to public safety given quick 
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attention, and the forms zoned for transmittal to the correct restora-
tion group, the most important function is to leave a satisfied atti-
tude v-ri th tl1e customer vlho has called. Because each customer is a 
daily consumer of electrical energy, owns many electrical appliances, 
and is a potential purclEser of additional electrical equipment, he is 
entitled to lrnovT how long his interruption is expected to be or an 
ansvrer to ~<Thatever his specific question was. He must not be 11brushed 
off, 11 but must be provided wi tb an answer which leaves him with a 
clearer picture of wba t he must face in the way of inconvenience. Par-
ticularly where commercial establishments are involved, it is important 
to give the customer concise information regarding the length of the 
outage so tm t he can evaluate his own position and readjust his own 
plans. 
Even though a fine job of restoration is taking place in the 
field, if this problem of answering calls in the custorr:er service center 
is not handled correctly, the customers will be disturbed and call back 
repeatedly. These repeat calls only tend to jam the incoming telephones 
which are already busy. This all leads to irritated customers who turn 
to their political representatives in desperation. Political interfer-
ence of this sort is unnecessary, puts additional pressure on the man-
agement, and generally distorts the rehabilitation problem. 
The customer service section and the various group operating 
headquarters must uork very closely to interchange information. Customer 
complaint forms must be collected and distributed to the groups by 
messenger on a periodic schedule (perhaps hourly), although urgent situa-
tions should be reported directly by telephone. The group headquarters 
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must fulfill its responsibility to the customer service section by 
making very frequent calls to inform them of their latest actions and 
thinking from the field. Without these detailed re ports from the 
groups, it is hopeless for the customers calling to receive the type 
of information which was pointed out as so necessary in the paragraph 
above. 
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VI PUBLIC RElATIONS IDIDER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS 
ADVANCE i;JARNDD TO PUBLIC 
\-Jhile it :is impossible to contact each customer individually 
before a storm, it is desirable to try to reach them through regular 
information channels. The public needs to be reminded to stay a v.ray 
from broken wires lying in the street. It is very hard to impress 
them that every wire, while it may look harmless, constitutes an unsafe 
condition and can easily be the cause of an electrocution. Every attempt 
mus t be made to tell people to call the electric company if they have a 
v.1ire lying on the ground and to guard or barricade the area until a 
company employee arrives. 
Also, as a part of the advance warning, people should be in-
structed on hoU to treat tl1eir deep free2;e chests so that the food will 
not spoil. Suggestions on the possible use of containers of dry ice 
to be packed in trn freezer if the outage becomes prolonged could very 
>-tell eliminate considerable food spoilage and many telephone calls. 
At least the customers can be reminded not to open the freezer at fre-
quent intervals ttto see how things are, 11 but rather to keep the doors 
or covers closed to keep out as much heat as possible. 
This type of information can be presented to the public at 
least by paid advertising space on the local radio and television sta-
tions and in the rewspapers which are circulated locally. It could vlell 
be that it will not be necessary to buy space, the information being 
dispensed as a public service. Another possibility would be interviews 
between editors or radio commentators and public relation officials of 
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the company. On a more long range basis it should be possible to bring 
this message to school and social groups lvho might be desirous of a 
ltguest speaker. 11 By any and every means which the public relations 
director feels is lv orthwhile , the public must be educated on the safety 
aspect of damaged utility equipment and instructed in tl~ manner of 
handling electrical facilities on their own premises. This is a never 
ending project and one which must be re-emphasized lvhen big stonns are 
a threat. 
POST-STOID1 PROCEDURE 
As soon as the storm has passed and it becomes known that 
extensive damage to the electric distribution system has been done, the 
electric outage becomes front page rews for the revlspapers and radio 
stations. The public relations group must be prepared to meet reporters 
and give them the information they need for their stories. The neviS-
men vTill not be allowed unescorted in the substations, operating head-
quarters, or customer service sections, so it is the complete respon-
sibility of the public relations department to provide hospitality, 
arrange tours and interviews, and give out the facts such as number of 
customers without service, when restoration will be completed, number 
of cre1vs in the area, and other associated data. 
It may prove worthwhile for the public relations department 
t o furnish a room at the main office of the company to serve as sort 
of a lou..nge or assembly point for reporters. This room •wuld be a 
'tshm.r-place" of the company's restoration activities and include area 
maps shovring damaged and rehabilitated areas, boards listing crews '"lith 
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their home base and present working area, arrl other infonna tion of this 
type >-vhich would be useful for the reporters assigned. At certain 
specified times each day prepared bulletins would be issued by the 
company telling of the progress in rehabilitation and these could be 
released at this llnews release lounge • 11 Also, reporters and photog-
raphers who had appointments to meet vT ith public relations represen-
tatives to tour company properties and activities could use this room 
as a convenient meeting place. 
Depending on hovT well the company's restoration work is being 
covered by the editors, the public relations director and the mana ge-
ment may decide to buy space in the local newspapers to describe the 
extent of the storm1 s damage and tl"E progress of their restoration 
work. This lladvertisingH can not give information which is specific 
enough to be vTorthvrhile to any particular customer, but probably helps 
to create the impression that the company's efforts are well organized 
a nd always in the best interests of the cus tamer. 
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VII AREAS FOR ll1PRO\TE1."'1ENT IN RESTORATION CF SERVICE 
NEED FOR ll1PROVEMENT OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES 
The organization and plans described in the preceding four 
major sections are not a sketch of an actual utility company's procedure, 
but rather the framework of a program synthesized from existing prac-
tices in different companies and the author's opinions based on his ex-
perience in this field. 1r·Tithout a question, storm rehabilitation 
techniques have not reached the point that the efforts of all personnel 
have been maximized. All levels of utility mamgement recognize the 
need for tl1.3 most rapid methods of restoring service promptly. What 
was formerly not an unsatisfactory length of time for an interruption 
novr causes too much hardship and inconvenience. It would appear that 
an acceptable length of time for an outage today will be too long and 
entirely unsatisfactory a few years hence. Please note Figure 10, 
which has duplicated the information of Figure J, showing the rise in 
average annual consumption of electricity for Ne1v England homes and 
then added the corresponding average annual consumption for residences 
throughout tl1e United States. TI1e difference between the consumptions 
in Nev< England and the nation as a whole is substantial and serves as 
a forecast of what might be expected in New England regarding the mag-
nitudes of future loads. This seems to add the necessary emphasis to 
substantiate the reed for improving any factor which ivill help to mini-
mize the frequency and length of electric outages. Certainly as the 
consumption of electrical energy per residence increases, the demand 
of the public will be for less frequent interruptions of shorter duration. 
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SHOULD ALL PQrJER t·JJP..:ES BE PLACED UNDERGROUND 
The possibility of removing all overhead distribution con-
ductors along the streets and replacing them vfi th cables buried in the 
ground is often presented as a sug gestion to eliminate outa ges from 
dam9. ged overhead conductors. Un::ierground conductors have the advantage 
of being out of sight and of being able to route many circuits along 
the same street, as -v;ell as not being expooed to falling trees, wind, 
and sleet. The public is quick to think that, because the pa-ter con-
ductors are underground, the electric service will never be interrupted; 
but this is not the case, unfortum tely. 
The widespread use of underground electric distribution has 
many disadvantages. The first overwhelming disadvantage is the installa-
tion cost of an underground system. To install a typical American under-
ground system, a complete system of manholes, interconrected with layers 
of ducts encased in concrete, must be constructed in every street which 
now has a pole line. Insula ted conductors must be pulled into the ducts 
and watertight cable joints Ill9.de in each manhole. Larger manholes are 
required to contain submersible type transformers and switches. Because 
cable joints can only be placed in the manholes (and not in the duct 
lines), the rranholes must be located so that service pipes can be ex-
tended from them to the cmtomer's premises. Anyone can quickly visual-
ize the amount of excavation and road repavement which would be required 
to install such a duct system throughout every residential street. 
Also, since each conductor must be fully insulated and protected from 
moisture, the additional cost to buy and install un::iergroun::i na terials 
instead of overhead materials can perhaps be imagL~ed. An investigation 
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made in 19.56 by the CommomTealth of' M:l.ssachusetts legislators, who 
were checking into the electric companies' perfornances during the 
hurricanes of 19.54 and 19.5.5, showed that it would cost an estina ted 
three billion dollars to convert all overhead construction to under-
ground.* The time required to accomplish this vast undertaking was 
generally estimated between t wenty-five and fifty years. These costs 
do not include the costs to tre individual cus tomers to have an under-
ground service pipe and conductors installed from his property line to 
his entrance switch. This cost per customer will vary widely depend-
ing on the terrain and the distance the house is from the street, but 
an average fi gure would be about $200.00 each. 
Another disadvantage of a completely under ground system is 
the length of time required to perform maintenance vJOrk. In an area 
served by overhead distribution, trouble can usually be found by driv-
ing slov.Ily over the route and making a visual inspection. If the con-
ductor s are broken, it is only a short time before the crew has spliced 
them back together again and the wires are back in the air ready to be 
re-energized. \rJhen underground cables fail, test equipment is usually 
required to locate the trouble, which may take several hours. When the 
trouble has been located, crews must take new cable to tl1e site, remove 
the dama ged cable, install the new, and perform rather involved splic-
ing operations requiring skilled personnel. Repairs to underground 
cables which have failed often require from a t "I-Telve hour minimum to 
two days to repair. If the cable is directly buried and not in ducts, 
~< 19, P. 5, 9, 106, 11.5 
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trn time of the outage can be considerably longer, because costly and 
time consuming excavations must be made to definitely locate the trouble 
and to prepare a trench for the repJacerrBnt. 
To operate a completely underground system requires some 
arrangement of duplicate feeds because it is not possible from a safety 
standpoint to work on cables while they are energized. Either alter-
nate feeds must be available or customers must suffer an outage when-
ever the cables require work. Of course, this is not the case vlith 
overhead corrluctors, which are handled alive each day because the crews 
have adequate space in the pole tops to use protective rubber safety 
equipment or' 11hot sticks. 11 
There are other disadvantages to underground systems which 
might be considered at great lengths, like dama ge to duct lines by 
digging machinery arrl damage to cables by overloads and lightning, but 
such a discussion diverges from the topic. Cable systems have their 
place in very crowded city districts and can be operated vlith excellent 
records of continuity. However, it is agreed by all who are familar 
with the industry, that the conversion of all overhead distribution to 
underground is economically unfeasible and out of the question. 
USE OF A&ItiAL CABLE 
In an attempt to combine some of the good features of under-
gr01md cable vtith the advanta ges of overhead construction, aerial cable 
in very limited quantities ha.s been in use throughout the industry for 
a number of years. Aerial cable for distribution use consists of indi-
vidually insulated conductors bound to a bare strong messenger wire. 
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The Jl'BSsenger is attached to each existing wood pole arrl is designed 
to have enough strength to support the insulated conductors (usually 
three) and to vli thstand the impact and weight of falling trees up to 
s orne economical limit. The use of a erial cable e limirn. tes the need 
of an expensive duct and nanhole system., which reduces the costs 
immensely. However., each conductor is insula ted and must be spliced 
carefully., using special high grade tapes and cements applied to 
s pecifie d dimensions. Furthermore location of trouble can be a very 
slovJ process unless a complete, visual burn-off has occurred. If 
i'Wrk is performed on this type of cable while it is alive, it is 
certainly a much slovTer process ani very limited in scope compared to 
similar work which might be performed on open wire circuits. Also, 
because the conductors are insulated and wrapped together around the 
messenger, their capacity is limited by the heat and voltage which the 
insulation can safely withstand without pern.anent damage. "VIThile the 
installed cost of aerial cable is several times that of open wire 
construction, it does have definite advantages in areas of heavy trees, 
it presents a neater appearance, and it has had a very good operating 
history during storms. It probably deserves more use than it has had 
and should look for~v-ard to even greater use. 
About six years a go a revolutionary design in aerial cable 
came on the n:a.rket and would appear to hold much promise for future 
construction. Practically all of this rev.r type aerial cable has been 
rrade by only one company and is known as Hendrix Aerial Cable. Its 
installed costs are considerably less than for the conventional aerial 
cable mentioned in the paragraph above, yet it seems to have most of 
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the advantages . There are over 500,000 circuit feet of this type cable 
in use in the central and northeastern portions of the counti"J, all 
operating satisfactorily.~:- The Hendrix cable consists of three plastic 
insulated conductors equally spaced in a triangular configuration and 
attached to the I1l9 ssenger with Plexi - glass spacers approximately every 
thirty feet. The messenger is a bare high-strength cable (Coppe~ield) 
attached to each pole and designed to handle the weight of the three 
insulated conductors under ice and Hind loadings plus the weight of 
limbs which may fall into it, similar to the messenger of the pre-
viously mentioned aerial cable. The Hendrix cable can be quickly in-
stalled by regular line crews and does not require a highly skilled 
cable splicer to make the joints. Because the insula ted conductors 
are held apart by the plastic spacers, they never touch each other and 
do not require so much care in splicing . Likewise, being spaced in 
free air, the heat dissipation problem is more favorable. Furthermore, 
because they are spaced apart, it is considered easier to rmke tap 
connections for a lateral feed. (Please note Figure 11.) 
The author lRs been personally involved in the installation 
of some Hendrix cable to be used as a prirrary distribution feeder and 
has seen several installations made by others. Because of its relatively 
low cost, ease of installation and operation, and its inherent ability 
to withstand falling limbs and trees, it is expected that the utilities 
will look to this type of overhead construction much more in the near 
future. 
-:~ 18, P. 130 
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Hendrix Spacer Clamp, Disassembled 
13.8 Kv. cable- through pole. 
HENDRIX CABLE ILLUSTRATIONS 
Figure 11 
Courtesy of 
Hendrix Wire 
& Cable Corp. 
?4 
SEVERAL HI SCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS FOR I MPROVEMENT 
T'.nere is one more major topic to be dis cussed, but that will 
appear as the Jast item in this section to add emphasis to it. The 
first miscellaneous item pertains to the problem of making a quick 
initial appraisal of the extent of the damage. If there was some magic 
v1ay to know in a matter of minutes, or perhaps one hour, just hew badly 
a system had been disrupted, the preliminary stages of restoration 
could be so much better organized. This information is nov1 best ob-
tained by a fe-vr very experienced line construction supervisors taking 
a ride in their cars and ITRking a very basty general inspection. 
Because men vrith this type of background are available, they can rely 
heavily on their experience and knowledge of the area and give the 
distribution superintendent a pretty good picture of conditions. At 
the best it leaves something to be desired. Not only does the distri-
bution department need the most concise information possible, but the 
customer relations section needs it too so that they can answer customers 
calling arrl requiring specific answers. As it is now, during the first 
few hours after a storm, no appraisal of the situation is avaiJable in 
sufficient detail to form the basis for the specific answers which soJre 
factories, dairies, ice cream plants, and similar enterprises require 
and deserve. The use of helicopters has been suggested and apparently 
works very well on long transmission line patrols. To use helicopters 
to survey distribution pole lines vlhere wires might be wrapped around 
trees and trees leaning on pQ1es would appear too slow, particularly 
where so nany feeders are involved and especially where a large fleet 
of rented helicopters seems out of tl1e question. The sampling technique 
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has been tried and has considerable merit, but it fails when it becomes 
necessary to anm,mr specific questions from customers with concise in-
formation. Some correlation between measured 1-1ind velocity and the ex-
tent of dam3.ge has also been suggested, but at the best this can only 
be a very general yardstick and does not provide a detailed picture. 
Perhaps the answer lies simply in the use of more patrolmen. It vlas 
suggested in Section III that a patrolman and driver be assigned to 
each feeder and that they patrol only the primary conductors t-lith the 
thought they vwuld return to their headquarters Hi th a primary feeder 
map marked to show locations and types of damage. After tl~e restora-
tion organization has been established and trained, it may develop that 
more patrolmen could be taught to help on feeders Hhich had difficult 
and very time consuming routes. Certainly if information could be 
obtained and turned in at headquarters by sets of ps. trolmen so that it 
could be digested and given to the interested departments 1-1ithin one 
to t 1t10 hours, the company would have a fine initial grasp of the 
situation. 
Another topic pertains to the reluctance of regular operat-
ing personnel to delegate responsibility to employees from other de-
partments who have been reassigned for storm work. It is a natural 
reaction f or supervisors Horking on pole top construction problems every 
day to feel that a man from the accounting departrent, industrial sales, 
or some similar group does not understand enough about overbead construc-
tion to be assigned responsible work in the emergency. Experience by 
companies ~-tho have used men from other departments to supplement the 
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normal overhead force, both in the field and in the office, does not 
substantiate this reluctance. In fact, their results lave been quite 
to the contrary and ihey have found these 11recruitsn to be useful and 
welcome additions to the staff of acting general foremen and the like. 
It is so important to utilize the services of all employees that the 
misconceived ideas of a few must be eliminated. This is another reason 
for practice sessions and rehearsals because invariably these differences 
work themselves out as the groups become better acquainted. The end 
result often is that members of the regular overhead group are remark-
ing about what fine work certain individuals from completely disasso-
ciated departments performed under adverse conditions. 
The next subject to be mentioned for study and possible im-
provement is really a repeat of the work of the customer service section 
discussed on Page 61. The group of girls who receive customers' in-
coming calls must be expanded many times its original number in a very 
short time. This means more telephones conre cted temporarily, enlarged 
working space, and m:tny other factors which can lead to real confusion. 
The importance of the work that the customer service section does during 
the post-storm period cannot be emphasized enough. They are the contact 
betvTeen the electric company and hundreds of customers who call, and the 
impression they leave 1-vith the customers is tremendously important. 
Continual practice and training classes are required. ~~uals suggesting 
methods of landling certain classes of calls, types of replies to n:ake 
and not to make, and general telephone etiquette should be developed to 
the advantage of all. Establishment, training, and perpetuation of a 
staff of rren and vromen to operate a really effie ient customer service 
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section which can fulfill its obligation to the customers and the res-
toration forces in the field is a problem deserving of rra.mgement's 
best efforts. 
The problem of providing field forces with the necessary 
rna terials is a topic vlhich should be reviewed. As pointed out in a 
previous section, quantities of :rmterial are kept in the "emergency 
reserve't inventoiy so that there will be no question of availability 
when a stonn strikes. It was also mentioned that time spent by line 
trucks waiting at the stockroom to load supplies is very valuable time 
lost which could otherwise be spent on reconstruction in the field. 
By tradition, under normal conditions, line trucks pick up their work 
orders and draw the necessary materials before starting out to the job 
each morning . The possibility of a temporary fleet of pick-up trucks 
to take the materials from the storehouse directly to the line crews 
at the job site seems attractive. Excluding poles, which are trans-
ported on a t -vw-wheel trailer behind the line truck, there are prac-
tically no bulky i terns to be transported. Pole mounted distribution 
transfor mers are heavy but not bulky an:l seldom have to be repJaced 
because of storm damage. The types of rna terial usually in demand would 
include crossarms, line hardware (nuts, bolts, washers, clamps , etc.), 
relatively small quantities of >dre, liberal amounts of different sizes 
of splices and connectors, and tool replacements. It would appear that 
some study and rehearsals by stockroom and distriliution personnel could 
devise a workable plan whereby the acting general foremen in the different 
group operating areas could telephone the stockroom and have materials 
delivered to the job. This would be not unlike the way the housewife 
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in a previous era used to call her grocer each morning, after which he 
would put up her order and have his delivery cart take it to the cus-
tomer's house. Certainly delivery of construction :rraterials directly 
to the line trucks on the job will permit them more tine for recon-
struction in the field and will simplify confusion and crowded condi-
tions around the stockroom. 
TREE FROBLEHS 
The broad topic of tree probJems in electric utility manage-
ment has been left until the Jast section in this report to give addi-
tional emphasis to the subject. It could well be pJaced at the very 
be ginning of this thesis because of its importance, or maybe someone 
might say that the whole problem of trees and their effect on the 
operation of an overhead electric distribution system is such a fun-
damental subject that it should be the bs.sis of a separate report. 
Perhaps another student will choose to expand this phase into a lengthy 
investigation. When it is realized that an esti:rra ted ninety per cent 
of the dama ge to overhead equipment from the 1954 hurricanes in 
Ha.ssachusetts vias directly attributable to trees, one begins to see 
the s ig nificance.* Very seldom does a high wind Cll:' heavy snow bring 
down t-Iires, instead limbs are broken or trees tip over because of the 
force of the storm and the we ight of the limbs in turn break the wires 
and cause the interruption. 
Probably the f irst thing to consider to decrease the damage 
done by broken trees would be to improve and expand both the municipal 
~A- 19, P. 89 
and utility tree trimming programs. Hany trees are much taller than 
the poles and wires along the street and these trees contain many dead 
or vreak limbs. If the trees are not tril1Jl'll::)d regularly and thoroughly, 
it is easy to see how large limbs are broken by the wind or snow and 
crash dovm on the electric v<ires. In spite of the fact that good trim-
ming makes healthier trees, llmany municipalities have been shortsighted 
in refusing to appropriate adequate funds for the removal of trees that 
seriously threaten lives and property.t1* Local tree vmrdens have juris-
diction over the extent of trimrdng permitted, but property owners 
sometimes become involved in questions re garding trees along the street 
in front of their houses and "sentimental objection is successfully 
made to both the removal of trees in dangerous corrlition and to proper 
tree trimming."* This factor las made it very difficult to establish 
and maintain good tree clearances. 
Since the tree wardens only reflect the thinking of their 
town's officials and citizens, it follo1.vs that the general public 
(incidentally the same people whose electric service would be interrupted) 
must accept and demand improved trimming. This all serves to emphasize 
the point that tre electric companies must educate the public to the 
advantages which better tree clearances will bring them before they can 
inaugurate a more comprehensive program. This type of education must 
be based on a long-range plan with the results of the efforts appear-
ing very slm.vly. The possibilities which "off-street plantingsll and 
the use of functional types of trees offer are practically unknown to 
* 19, P. 7 
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the general public, so this message must be brought before all of the 
citizens through every available channel. Because improved tree clear-
ances invariably bring improved operating conditions, this aspect is 
obviously a real and current management problem requiring great tact 
and knm'lledge of local conditions. 
Utilities usually hire independent tree surgery companies to 
perform their tree clearance work for them on a contract basis. Recently 
both the tree surgeons ani the utilities have purchased trucks rigged 
with special hydraulic booms and insula ted 11bucketsn attached to the 
far end of the boom. A man standing in the insula ted bucket can operate 
the boom remotely and raise himself to the correct position among the 
tree limbs to perform the desired trimming . Under normal working con-
ditions these hydraulic buckets (often referred to by a popular trade 
name, ttSky-\rJorkertt) speed up the tree surgery uork considerably. Under 
emergency conditions they are of inestimable value as tl~y can drive 
along the route of a. feeder and clear away trouble so tha. t a. line truck 
following can quickly make the repairs. Often times during storm res-
toration work line crews are held up -vraiting for tree crews to go to 
-vrork ahead of them, with the result that the linemen must stop their 
line work and turn to tree -..rork with crude tools. Because these hy-
draulic booms are so useful both in routine work and in rehabilitation 
<vork, they will become a more significant part of a utili ty 1 s equipment 
or the utility must have some firm commitment with a private tree surgeon 
to furnish them for storm restoration work as well as daily trimming 
functions. 
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Sitmtions arise sometimes follo-..ring a bad storm where so 
many trees are blown do"l-m and across the road that it is impossilile to 
drive line true ks into the area. The responsibility for clearing the 
streets and high-..rays does not rest with the utili ties, but in many 
cases tl1e municipalities are very slm·r to move into action. Once a gain 
this creates the situation v.rhere line crews must do tree surgery in 
oni'er to straighten things out enough to start their line work. This 
problem would appear to be one where much preliminary planning could 
be or ganized between town and electric company officials. Because time 
is so critical, a situation where tl1.e town or city might spend one or 
two days organizing its clearing crews is to be avoided if at all 
possible. It may turn out that tre tmvns feel tl11 t in extreme cases 
they cannot handle their responsibility as quickly as they might like, 
so they must look to the state to call out the Natioml Guard because 
of the emergency. (To see that the National Guard units had the proper 
tools to help in this type of work would be part of the preliminaries.) 
Certainly if it was a greed tlla t the tcwns would ask for outside help, 
such as fue National Guard, a great amount of work would be necessary 
in adva nce to have the plan completely outlined, up-to-date, and ready 
to go into use on short notice. In any event whatever amount of time 
and effort is required by the utility rranagement to promote coordina-
tion with all municipalities to insure efficient disposal of debris 
will pay big dividends in an improved restoration performance. 
\AJhile increased trimming programs, the use of modern 
machinery, and improved debris removal procedure by municipalities will 
help immensely to decrease dama ge by trees and help to speed restoration, 
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these suggestions are only a relief to an existing bad situation and 
are not a cure . Simply stated, the only real cure lies in the removal 
of large forest-ty-pe trees which conflict vJi th the electric 1-1ires . 
Particularly in New England v.rhere people are so proud of their tree 
shaded streets, a large scale program of tree removal certainly loolm 
formidable . Such a suggestion must include not only the removal of 
the existing trees but also a program for their replacement by other 
species of trees. The trees planted as replacements would be of care-
fully chosen species vJhich vlould not g row so tall but would still add 
beauty and shade to the area.); These replacements might be planted on 
private property instead of in the grass strip between the curb and 
the side-vmlk, as has been the custom in the past. A solution involv-
i ng careful selection of types of trees and locating the plantings 
other than near the curbstones is not exactly a new thought to the 
electric utility industry but it is one which certainly has not been 
developed in actual practice in any extent until quite recently. ~~;;- 7bH~ ~HHHr 
This whole idea of tree removal arrl tree replacement is so 
basic to the solution of the problem of trees conflicting with overhead 
pcwer conductors that it deserves additional explanation. In years 
gone by the trees which were plarrted by the municipalities were usually 
elms or maples, forest-types, vJhich grew to be very large, causing 
interference with the wires and requiring considerable money to maintain. 
Tne mistake of these plantings is now recognized by city planners, 
1f- 7, P. 54 
\1 \1 
1\i\ 7, P. 73 and P. 106 
~HH~ 13, P. 25 
-~H*-~H~ 14, P. 30 
arborists, tree wardens, and utility representatives --no attention 
was g iven to the species chosen and the plantings were !Tl.ade exactly in 
t he areas vlhich would cause th e most interference with traffic and with 
utility corrluctars. One solution lies in the choice of species of 
trees which fit the location desired. The location may require trees 
>vhich Hill not grrn-1 taller than t Henty-five feet, thus never rising to 
touch the wires. Perhaps the streets are narrow or the houses are 
close to the sidevmlk so th9. t wide-spreading branches are undesirable. 
In other words, functional types must be chosen to fit the particular 
conditions on any given street. The expression "functional types" 
pretty vl ell suggests the approach of "tailoring" the trees to fit the 
conditions by choosing a suitable species and spacing the plantings 
correctly. 
Hand-in-hand with the use of functional types of trees 
instead of the forest types comes the thought of locating the plant-
ings on private property instead of along ti1e curbs. This approach is 
r eferred to as "off-street planting . 11 It may be of interest to quote 
from t he Commonwealth of Massachusetts General Laws 1187, Section 7: 
1tTovms may appropriate money to be expended by the tree 
warden in planting shade trees in the public ways, or, 
if he deems it expedient, upon adjoin~ng land, at a 
distance not exceeding twenty-feet from said public 
ways, for the purpose of improving, protecting, shading 
or ornamenting the same; provided, that the Hritten 
consent of the owner of such adjoining Jand shall first 
be obtained." 
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Medium-size trees planted on private property enhance street and home appearance; at 
the same time leave overhead lines free from excessive .tree growth. 
-STREET PLANTINGS USING FUN 
Courtesy of 
Boston Ed.Co. 
Figure 12 
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Upper - FUNCTIONAL SPECIES BET1,•lEEN STREET AND CURB 
Lower - FUNCTIONAL SPECIES PLANTED 11 0FF-STREET 11 
Courtesy of 
Conn.Lgt . &Pwr.Co. 
Figure 13 
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Obviously, trees of carefully chosen types, planted with the property 
ovmer's permission a substantial number of feet inside the property 
line beyond the sidewalk, offer distinct benefits to all concerned 
municipal authorities, property owners, utilities, and the general 
public. 
Im.rrBdia tely in favor of any program to improve tree co ndi-
tions are the facts that many trees are dying of Dutch elm disease 
annually and many more trees must be cut down anyhow because of high-
way construction programs. Also adding to the argument is the fact 
that tall trees, weakened by old age and :r:ast storms, are a menance 
to nearby property owners. It must be emphasized tm t before such a 
prog ram could be initiated, a tremendous effort to educate the public 
would bave to be planned and patiently carried out. To point out the 
benefits of the use of functional types of trees and off-street p1ant-
ing to the general public and to gain their acceptance is a real 
challenge. (Along this same line some areas have legis1ation control-
ling the type of trees planted in new housing developments.) After 
public acceptance had been gained, a long period of time would be re-
quired to complete the removals and planting. Programs of this sort 
have been instituted on small scales, have met with favorable public 
reaction, and have produced operating conditions which are very much 
improved. Of course some of the most troublesome spots would be re-
placed first so U:a t some improvement would be realized shortly; but, 
at the best, a period of many years and a vast amount of never-ending 
liaison work is involved. Such a program is not repetitive; that is, 
once the trees causing the trouble have been removed and that area has 
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been planted with a recommended species, it will not be necessary to 
return there for future removals during the life of the newly planted 
trees, estinated at forty years. This illea is a very basic solution, 
a philosophy, and holds the one great hope for electric utilities to 
continue to handle increasing loads with decreasing outages. There-
fore, because of its overv-rhelming importance to the future growth of 
the industry, the obligation weighs very heavily on utility management 
to face the problem squarely, initiate sound action, shoulder their 
responsibility in this far-reaching community project, and see it 
through to tll9 mutual advantage of all. 
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VIII CO NCLUSION 
It vmuld appear that there are several basic points t o be 
concluded as a result of the material presented in this the sis. The 
fundamental thoughts which were broug}1t out in the preceding sections 
will be briefly summarized in the following paragraphs and the conclu-
sion associated with those ideas will be indicated. 
The introduction acquainted the reader with the basic layout 
of an electric utility system and then narrov-red the subject to pertain 
only to restoration problems resulting from storm damage to t he over-
head distribution system. Our modern society is so dependent upon 
electric service that any extended outage causes inconvenience and 
hardship. Residences without electric service for cooking, heating, 
refrigeration, and pumping, as well as appliances and li@1ting; commer-
cial establishments without electric power for their larger refrigera-
tion, heating, pumping, and ventilation units; arrl the factories without 
large blocks of pcwer for their motors, i..YJ.dustrial heating, ventilation, 
heat and lights; these all add to make the electric utility management's 
responsibility to maintain an extremely hi gh degree of service continuity 
of the utmost importance. 
Also in the introduction t he conventional type of construc-
tion f or overhead distribution equipment -vras described. It was pointed 
out that these distribution lines are built along practically all of 
the streets of each community so tba t service can be given directly to 
each customer. Tall shade trees also line most New Eng land streets, 
with the result that the tre e branches conflict with the electric wires. 
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When heavy wind or sleet storms occur, the trees break, cause damage to 
the wires, and interrupt electric service to whole neighborhoods, even 
entire communities. Damage to electric utility equipment from the 1954 
hurricanes in Massachusetts alone was nearly ·eight million dollars 
($8,ooo,ooo.). vJith the frequency of severe storms in New England in-
creasing these last few years and more customers using larger amounts 
of electricity, electric utility management has a real problem and a 
challenge to insure an increasingly high standard of service continuity. 
The various divisions of a utility which would be directly 
affected by a major storm were described as they would function in the 
normal course of events. Actually the electric companies are such well 
organized teams that people have come to expect practically uninterrupted 
service. These people, the home-owner, shopkeeper, and factory manager, 
have based their whole utilization of electricity upon the high degree 
of reliability which they enj.oy day after day. YJinor interruptions, 
of course, occur somewhere every day but the distribution departments 
with their crews, together v.rith the stores departments and customer 
service sections, handle these minor incidents so efficiently so that 
the areas involved are very small (perhaps only one customer) and the 
inconveniences are minimized. However, tl1ese existing organizations 
do not have the personnel or facilities to cope with a major storm, 
such as a hurricane, which interrupts service to whole communities and 
involves tens of thousands of customers. 
In order to restore service rapidly when a major storm passes 
through: an area requires careful, detailed, advance planning. After a 
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storm has hit and chaos reigns, there is no time to think about the 
establislLment of a disaster organization. Advance planning and train-
ing of personne l is an absolute necessity if service is to be restored 
quickl y and efficiently. The various levels of mamgemerrt must lay very 
complete plans for the operation of the cus tamer service section, the 
sales, stores, and transportation depart.YT!ents, and especially the dis-
tribution department. Rehearsals must be he ld at least once a J~ar 
and the personnel rosters continually brought up to date. 
The distribution department carries out the most important 
single function during trn restoration because it is this department 
1.-vhich actually sends the pole linemen to make the repairs. While opera-
tions for a distribution departrnent are normally handled from a single 
headquarters, major storm damage increases the scope of the War' k required 
to such an extent that it is recessary to dele gate authority to 11non-
oper ating perso:nnel11 and to decentralize the operation. This means 
that rosters of men experienced in distribution techniques, but not 
normally ass igned to the distribution dep3.rtrnent, must be drmm from 
the e ngineering groups, sales, and accounting dep3.rtments, as well as 
junior management levels to serve as patrolmen, general line foremen, 
and the like . A large well-trained group of patrolmen is particularly 
desirable because they must f u.rnish the distribution department super-
intendent with a quick, accurat e , and detailed picture of the dama ge 
throughout the area. The p3. trolmen 1 s reports must serve as the basis 
for requests f o r outside help. The sooner these requests for additional 
crews are made , the sooner " f oreign crews 11 '"ill arrive from neighboring 
utilities. A rapid, concise appraisal of ti1e damage is very important 
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and constitutes the first and biggest step towards efficient restoration. 
Dec entralization and speedy action in the first hours after the storm 
has asserted itself are so rosie to a good restoration pJan that they 
cannot be emphasized enough. 
v/hile the distribution department stands in the spotlight 
during the emergency period, tl1e vlOrk of the supporting departments 
must not be underestimated. The customer relations section, tl1e sales 
department, arrl the public relation divisi on have heavy responsibili t~ies 
to the public in general and to individual customers in particuJar . 
No m.a tter hovl well restoration wor k is being carried out by tl1e distri-
bution department, unless custo:rr:e rs and the publ ic are given quick, 
satisfactory answers to the question, 1fltJhen vrill I get my lights back, tt 
the entire rehabilitation efforts of the company 1-vill not create a 
favorable impression. Customers expect arrl deserve accurate appraisals 
of the situation as it affects them, so all efforts to train personnel 
to handle the flood of customers 1 telephone calls will be repaid m.any 
times over. 
Similarly the departments which directly serve the distribu-
tion department, like the stores and transportation sections, as well 
as the men stationed at the weather bureau, must mve advance plans 
which are ready and realistic. Obviously, additional materials beyond 
the normal flov; >vill be required and without them reconstruction bogs 
dovm miserably. Additional vehicles of all sorts must be available too, 
so the transportation section must stand ready to provide rented trucks 
and cars, as well as around-the-clock garage service without hesitation. 
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Ever-y indication is that the use of electricity uill continue 
to irr::rease arrl that the customers 1-Jill demand and deserve improved 
service continuity. The possibility of improving service by placing 
all of the wires underground is not feasible . Initial costs of under-
ground construction are prohibitively high, maintenance arrl operation 
are more costly, and outages are longer vrhen they do occur because of 
the difficulty to perform repairs. However, the use of aerial cable 
which combines some of the features of both under ground and overhead 
construction at intermediate costs has been a distinct possibility in 
recent years. Even more recently a cable des:ign known as Hendrix 
Aerial Cabl e bas been developed, marketed, and opera ted successfully 
throughout the Northeast . The Hendrix Cable uses aluminum line wire 
and plastic separators to keep the wires evenly positioned in a com-
pact s pace so th:l. t it is easy to install, much simpler to operate and 
maintain, and very reliable during heavy storms. ReJa tively, only 
token amounts of aerial cable have been used, but it would appear that 
utility managements should be attracted to its many advantages, particu-
larly the attractive features of the Hendrix design. Large increases 
in the use of the Hendrix aerial cable should be expected shortly. 
Several phases of the restoration procedure now used should 
continually come up for revie>-r to take advantage of the Ja test train-
ing rrethods an:l other improvements. The use of more patrolmen to locate 
trouble after a storm viill permit more r<wid appraisal of the dama ge 
and start restoration even quicker. M:magement must recognize the im-
portance of a well-trained roster of patrolmen and continually t~ to 
enlarge and improve this group. Likewise tl-ere will probably always 
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be ne1v vrays developed to improve the abi lities of the customer service 
section. The telephone technique , with which the clerks meet the public, 
.is of so much importan::: e that management must see tba t training courses, 
refresher classes, rehearsals, and revised personnel rosters are con-
sta ntly brought up for discussion and action. 
Finally this tl~ sis points out that the most basic a pproach 
to improving service dur i ng and after storms is to eliminate the dama ge 
V<rhich falling trees cause to the wires . (It was pointed out that the 
bulk of the recent hurricane darra ge was directly attributable to fall-
ing trees and broken limbs . ) Both the municipal and utility tree trim-
ming programs must be improved and expanded. Existing shade trees are 
tall and, as tl1ey become old and diseased, they are continual ly dis-
rupting service unless trimming is obtaired to provide adequate clear-
ance for the vl ires . 
Actually the most promising solution to the problem of elimi-
nating damage to wires by trees lies in the remova l of the existing 
llforest-typett trees along the edges of the streets. To preserve the 
shade and beauty of the area, new trees of carefully chosen species 
must be planted a-vray from the curb vrhere they cannot interfere with 
utility wires . This approach is known as the use of functional types 
of trees and 11 off-street plantings . '·' The idea has been utilized in 
isolated instan:::es for some time but only recently is becoming more 
popular. Operating records where this approach to the tree problem has 
been made are ver-y impressive . At the best , the planting of functional 
s pecies of trees is a long -range program 1>rhich requires close coordina-
tion betvJeen municipal authorities and utility officials, as 1.vell as a 
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thoroughly planne d educational program for the general public. The 
many advantages of a vlide-scale program of this type are so attractiv e 
that all l evels of utility management must study it carefully and in-
a ugurate a course of action suited to local conditions. Conscientious 
pursuit of that plan year after year will und oubtedly improve servic e 
inrrnensely. In fact, the author believes that initiation of a t r ee 
r emoval-replacement plan, couple d with 11 off-street11 pJ.antings , is the 
real basis for the future development of a larger, more reliable 
electric utility distribution system. 
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IX APPENDIX 
Information from Statistical Bulletin for the year 1956, Electric 
Utility Industry in New England, Electric Council of New England and 
used in the graphs of Figures 3, 4, and 10. 
Trend of Average Use of Electricity in the New Eng land Home 
Year 
I94b 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
Annual h.'HHRS. Used 
1099 
1170 
1255 
1335 
1465 
1616 
1747 
1908 
2049 
2231 
2390 
Number of Ultimate (Res idential) Customers (in New England) at End 
of Year 
Year 
I9Iib 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
Residential Gus tomers 
2,387, 927 
2,465,942 
2,539,464 
2,613, 989 
2,689,L~71 
2,756,663 
2,817,941 
2,858,045 
2,895,257 
2,956,315 
3,021,298 
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APPENDIX Co:t-.JTtD. 
Information from Statistical Bulletin for the year 1956, Electric 
Utility Industry in the United States, Edison Electric Institute and 
used in the graph of Figure 10. 
Energy Sales - Total Electric Utility Industry 
Year 
I94b 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
Total Residential Sales - KliJHRS in Millions 
38,571 
44,171 
50,978 
58,139 
67,030 
77,024 
86,780 
97,063 
108,465 
120,524 
133,851 
Customers - Total Electric Utility Industry 
Year 
I94b 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
Total Residential Customers 
29,769,107 
31,621,959 
33,549,396 
35,375,366 
37,532,549 
39,224,621 
40,73 8,718 
41,981,633 
43,139,998 
44,408,690 
47,711,460 
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